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Murray State University offers students many opportunities to study
abroad, including two trips to Germany this Fall.
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House bill clears up Minger Act wording
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Controversy surrounding the
definition of the word "immediately" in association with an
ongoing investigation of a possible University violation of the
Michael Minger Act may be
reaching closure.
A bill introduced by Rep. Jim
Wayne, 0-Loutsville. defines
"immediately" as less than two
hours after an incident but no later

than the last fire rescue vehicle
leaves the scene of the incident.
The bill passed through the state
education committee Wednesday
morning.
The controversy started after a
Feb. 4 fire in a trash receptacle by
While College. The fire occurred
at approximately 7:04 p.m., but
the state fire marshal did not
receive notification until approximately 7:30 the next morning.
Wayne, who also led legislation
for the Minger Act, ~aid he dccid·
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BY MARa OwEN

NEWS EDITOR
Four local t:slablishmc:nts found to be
serving alcohol to minors during a random
check last week muy be facing penalties
from Alcoholic Beverage Control.
On Feb. 28, Tom's Grille. El Tequila.
Los Portaks and The Bull Pen were f1.lUr
or nine locations checked for the di'itribution of nlcohol to minors during a
routine detail conduCted by Kentud.:y' s ABC oftice and the Murray Police Department.
City Administrator Don Elias
saic.l those restaur.mtc; are subject
to a $1.000 fine or 20 days ofhav~
ing their liet:nse revoked for selling
alcQhol, whicht:ver option they choose.
Elia.. said the ABC board ulso may provide a
third opuon since this is the first vi(,Jation for each

restaurant.
"A third thing that these restaurants might have an
option to do is to get trruning r..-,r all employees on the
alcohol h1ws," Elias !'.Hid. ·~rhc tr.tining is $25 per
employee, and they would have to do it for ull employees at the establishments. It'!> not guaranteed that that
would even be available, but the !ABC) boanJ has chosen to do that in the past."
Elias snid ABC representatives .~:ud it is normally 60
to 90 days before any action is taken.
ln addition to the above charges, three restnumnts
were. checked for posseS!tion of alcohol by a minor during an undercover investigation the san1e dJy, which
produced J0 citation~ for JX>sscssion of alcohol by a
minor and one for use of a false 1D.
At Applelx--e'sNeighborhood Grill and Bar, five cila·
tion5 were Issued for possession of alcohol by a minor,
four were issued at Fifteenth nnd Olive and one, along

ed to propose the bill after several able to investigate the incident as
recent fires at universitieli across ' soon as possible, before the scene
the state.
could be tampered with.
"We have had five incidents in
"The intent of the law was for
recent months of fires on campus, the fire marshal to move in right
and what we reali:t.ed from these away," Wayne said.
incidents was a nl!ed to tighten the
Aside from clarifying the definlanguage and the law," Wayne ition of lhe word "immediately"
said.
in association with lhe Minger
Wayne ~aid in some instances Act, the bill also designates the
the state fire marshal had not been responsibility of reporting the
notified hours or even days after incident to the appropriate authorthe incident. He added that, ideal- itiesto one university official.
ly. the state fire marshal would be
"What we defined was that the

violations
with 1l citation for use of a false
J.D., was issued at Saturdays.
E1ias said the restaurants
would receive no penalty for
the citations, but because of
the !larger number of citations
issued, further action will be
taken.
'That's a criminal charge, w the individuals will be charged." Elias said.
..Since we did have a number of cita·
tions issued. those checks will be repeat·
ed in a re13tively short period of time. [f we see a (pattern), the rC$taumntc; may be fined."
Elias said city ofticials will be t<tking further actiou to
prevent these violations in the future.
''One of the things we just completed today is a training class. the S.T.A.R. ProgrJm. That's service training
in alcohol regulations." Elias said. ''We'll ha\'e another
class here in April. That's just one thing we're tr)ing to
do to better educate the employees on serving alcohol.
The other big item is continuing to do these checks."
Elia.-. said in subsequent checks, if reslaumnts an~
found to be in violation for a secon~ time, they would be
mandated to pay the $1,000 tine and lose their liquor
license for 20 days. For third offenses, establishments
would lose their liquor licenses.

see VJOLAnONS /16

head of the campus security, or
whomever lhe head of the University designates, would be responsible for making the report of all
crimes to the appropriate law
enforcement agency," Wayne
said.
Public Safety Director David
DeVoss was unavailable for comment at press time.
Wayne said by designating
responsibility to one person, the
state would be able to name an
individual if the act was violated.

The bill also proposes that the
individual who is charged with
violating the act be charged a fine
of no less than $1,000, which will
go
into
a
Michael
Minger/Michael Priddy fund to
promote fire prevention programs
on campus.
Wayne said several state offices
and individuals supported the bill,
including Michael Minger's
mother, Gail Minger.
Said Wayne: "Everyone is on
board."

Mayor suspends
Chief, dispatcher
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Murray Mayor Freed Curd
suspended Murray Police Chief
John Knight with pay Wednesday afler a Calloway County
gr.tnd jury indicted him with
liP.. I·degree official misconduct
and second-degree hindering
prosecution. Both charges are
class A misdemeanors, punishable by imprif>onment of 90
days to 12 months.
According to a court record
filed at the Calloway County
District Court offict:, Kntght
committed the offense of official' misconduct in the first
degree when he knowingly
committed an unauthorized
exercise of his official functions
by not arresting Angela Walker,
a Murray Police dispatcher.
Curd suspended Walker
without pay. She has been
charged by a Calloway County
Grand jury with seven counts
total - five felony charges and

two misdemeanor charges. Her County District Court at lO a.m.
misdemeanor charges include a April 3 before Judge Jill Clark.
speeding violation and operat· Walker's scheduled court
ing a motor vehicle
appearance
is
under the influence,
March 25 at 9 am.
a class B misdein the Calloway Cirmeanor punishable
cuit Court before
by impri~onment of
Judge Dennis Foust
up to 90 days. She
Knight postalso was charged
ed a $1 ,000 bond.
with
fir~t-degree
Angela Walker's
fleeing/e,·ading and
bond of $2,500 was
four counts wanton
posted by Knight'~
endangerment, all
wife. Iris.
class D felonies pun·
Curd said
ishable by at lea•il
the incident reflect-;
one but not more
"very poorly" on the
than live years
police department
imprisonment
JOHN KNIGHT
and said he chose
After an investi- Murray Police Chief to suspend Knight
gation. Commonwith pay and Walkwealth Attorney Gale Cook pre- er without pay because of the
sented evidence to a the grand difference in the charges against
jury Tuesday.
them.
A representative at Cook's
"He only had two misdeoffice said :;he was out of town meanors," Curd said. ''She had
until Monday.
live felonies and two misdeKnight has u scheduled court meanors. so hers is ... more seriappearance in the Calloway ous than his."

IFC imposes curfew
on fraternity parties
BY SEVERO A VILA
STAFF WRITER

Murray State's Interfraternity Council has reinforced
its 2 a.m. end time for all fraternity parties because of
recem incidents at those parties.
IFC Adviser Jim Baurer
made the announcement at
Tuesday's fFC meeting.
"All parties will end at two
o'clock," Baurer said. "You
can be sure that if you don't
adhere to the rule, there will

be serious ramifications."
Baurer said University officials noticed that most incidents at fraternity parties
occur after 2 a.m. University
officials are now stepping in
to ensure that all fraternity
functions end at or before that
time.
The sudden enforcement of
this already existing rule
came about partly because of
a fight that took place at an
Alpha Tau Omega party on
Feb. 24, when members of
Murray State's football team

were involved in a light with
ATO members.
The Murray Police Department is :.till inve~tigating the
incident, but Detective Captain Eddie Rollins said officers were called to that location because of an altercation
taking place.
Christopher Spurr, freshman from Hopkinsville, was
injured in the fight and was
taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital

see CURFEW /16

MTV's Campus Invasion Tour brings Nickelback, Default to Murray
By EMILY BLACK
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State'., campus is about
to be invaded again. On April I 8,
Nickelback, Default and Injected
will perform at the Regional Special Events Center as part of the
2002 MTV Campus Invasion tour.
"I think thi!\ event will be good
for the University as a whole,"
Billy Hano;en, Student Government Association vice president,
said. "This shows our image to
any students thinking about
attending Murray State.''
This will be: the second lime
MTV ha~ invaded Murray.
Garbage and Lit headlined un Oct .

27. 1999. RSEC performance.
Although the 1999 Campus
Invasion tour failed to succeed
tinancially, lo~ing approx:imately
$20.000, Hansen said he did not
think it would affect this year's
event.
''That (the 1999 Campus Invasion) was almu~t two-and-a-half
years ago," Hansen said. "This is
different bands, and r don't think
it will be a problem a.t all."
Hansen said SGA has been
planning the Campus Invasion
event for about a month.
- "We put in our bid and were
picked," Hun!ien said. "There
were about 20 schools that were
turned down for the event, includ·

ing larger schools like Indiana
University. We are actually one of
the smallest schools on this tour."
Nickelback will headline the
Campus Invasion tour. Nickelback
is no stranger to 1\t urray State's
campus. The band opened for J
Door'> Down with Dust For Life in
October 2000. Since its performance at Murray State, Nickelback has become one of the top
selling bands in the country. "Silver Side Up,'' the band's latest
album. went multi-platinum after
the success of its single, '"How
You Remind Me."
"Nickelback is pretty much the
biggest band in the country right
now," said Chad Price, SGA con-

cert chair. "They have already
been and put on a good show. f'm
:;ure people will want to come
back and see them again ."
Default is a band on the rise.
and recently found ... uccess with
the single "Wasting My Time" off
of its debut album "The Fallout ..
Injected will promote its debut
album. "Burn It Black.'' on the
Campus Invasion tour.
"This is more of a hard rock and
alternative concert," Price said. ''It
ili something that will appeal to a
different crowd. We want to have
something for everybody."
In addition to the concert, the
Campus Invasion tour will feature
the MTV Village. Hansen said the

MTV Village will include events
like intramural games, booths and
other activitie:.. Hansen said the
MTV Village will encircle RSEC.
"They haven't really told us
what they are planning for the Village," Price said. "We figure it
will have some of the same stuff
as lust time, but they should also
have some new stuff too."
The English band Starsailor will
provide music during the MTV
Village's events.
··we are continuing out tradition
of quulity events and concerts for
swdents," Hansen said. "Our reputation helped us get this concert
here."
The MTV Village will last from

noon to 5 p.m. on April 18. The
C•1mpus Invasion concert will
begin at 8 p.m. at the RSEC.
Tickets for the concert are $15
for :.tudents and $20 for general
admission. Tickets will go on sale
at 9 a.m. today at the following
locations: RSEC. SGA office,
Sunsc:t Boulevard, Betsy's Hallmark in Benton, Mr. Postman. fnc.
in Mayfield. Five Season"s Men
Shop in Union City. Tenn .. Unga
Bunga in Paducah and Pit Stop in
Paris, Tc:nn.
For more information about the
Compus lnvasion tour, contact
SGA at 762-695 I or visit the
MTV Web site at www.mtv.com.
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Campus volunteer center
needs judges for 4-H day
The Campus Connection
Volunteer Center, a division
of American Humanics, needs
volunteer judges for Calloway
County's 4-H Communications Day tomorrow.
Communications Day is a
competition involving speeches and lecture demons trations.
4-H also needs judges for a
variety show on April 11 and
a fashion review April 27.
Coaches are needed for horse,
livestock and dairy judging.
The Campus Connection
Volunteer Center provides a
link between student volunteers and various community
agencies.
For
more
information,
phone Amanda Futrell at 7626117.

New MCG minor to host
conference and luncheon
Murray State's first Multic ultural, Class and Gender
Studies conference will start
at 9:30 a.m. Monday in the
C urris Center Ohio Room.
The conference is sponsored
by the new MCG minor and is
being held in conjunction
with the Women' s Center's
"Celebrate Women!" lunc heon.
The MCG Conference is
showcas ing the accomplishments of Murray State stu-

tl1e

dents and faculty who are
researching race, class, gender
and sexuality.
For more information, contact MCG Studies Director
Staci Stone at 762-4717 or by
e-mail at staci.stone@murraystate.edu.

Presidential Fellowship,
CISR grant proposals due
Faculty proposals for Committee fo r Institutional Studies
and Research grants and Presidential Fellowships a re due at
4:30 p.m. Wednesday. The
proposals may be submitted
in Wilson Hall room 104A or
205.
For
more
information,
phone Peter Whaley at 7622408.

Student Law Association
to hold open meeting
The Student Law Association will hold its next meeting
at 3:30 p .m. Monday in the
Curris Center Ohio Room for
existing members and any
interested students.
An upcoming visit to a law
school, next year's officers
and the spring debate/forum
will be discussed.

Rotaract Club to celebrate
national day with games
The Rotaract Club is going
to celebrate Interna tiona}
Rotaract Week from 11 a.m.

murray
t:Jstate

news

until 2 p.m. Tuesd ay in the
Quad with pizza and several
outdoor activities. The activities will include croquet, frisbee, potato-sack racing and
music. •
The Rotaract Club is an
international organization of
service clubs devoted to leadership and responsib le citizenship . .It encourages h igh
ethical standards in business
and promotes international
understanding and peace.
In case of rain, the event
will be held in fron t of Waterfield Library.
Rotaract members and all
Mur ray State students are
invited to a tten d.

Two members of M u rray
State's journalism and mass
communications department,
Bob Lochte and Robin OrvinoProulx, will be part of a panel
on public radio at the Broadcast Education Association
international
convention
April 6 in Las Vegas.
Lochte will moderate the
panel
and
provid e
an
overview of public radio in
the U .S., and Orvino-Proulx
will discuss the "Public and
Government Radio Services in
Korea."

Campus Briefly is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing, Assistant News
Editor.

•PoliceBeat
Thunday, Feb. 28
4:06 a.m . A s ubject reported
the elevator at White College
was droppin g concrete in
the lobby every time it
moved. Campus Police was
notified.
8:31 p.m . A subject reported
his vehicle was missing from
the C urris Center parking
lot. The subject's mother
took the vehicle while he
was out of town.

Friday, March 1
1:54 a.m . Several people were
found plastic-wrapping a car
in the White College parking
lot.
7:05 a.m. A subject reported
unwanted phone calls in
Springer College.
12:14 p.m. Two students in a
fire rescue vehicle used the
vehicle's PA system to make
rude comments to people
walking in the Curris Center
parking lot.
12:42 p.m. A non-injury accident occurred in the Curris
Center parking lot. A report
was taken.
3:22 p.m. An officer reported a
bicycle tied to a tree in the
Stewart Stadium parking lot.

Saturday, March 2
7:53 p.m . An officer issued a
verbal warning for disregard-

ing a traffic signal and using
illegal b lue lights on Lowe's
Drive.
10:31 p.m. A resident adviser
reported a shower in Clark
College would not shut off.
Campus Police was notified.

Sunday, March 3
12:03 a.m. The Murray Police
Dep artment reported a car
window was broken in the
15th Street parking lot. A
report was taken, and the incident is under investigation.
3:27 p.m. A loud noise that
sounded like an exp losion
was reported outside Franklin
College. A report was taken,
and the inciden t is under
investigation.
5:27 p .m . A residence ad viser
reported an explosion a t
Franklin College. A report
was taken.
7:05 p.m. A subject was driving in the mall a rea and was
stopped by the Curris Center.

Monday, March 4
5:35 p .m. A caller requested
an ambulance for a student
having a seizure in Wilson
Ha ll . The subject was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Tuesday, March 5
6:15 p .m . A caller reported a

d og had been left in a vehicle for an extended period of
time in the Ryan A venue
parking lo t.
7:59 p.m. A caller reported a
veh icle playing loud music
in the College Courts parking lot.
9:22 p .m. There was a grass
fire a t Union Planter's Bank.
The Murray Police Department was notified.

Wednesday, March 6
2:12 a.m. There was a report
of a disruptive individual in
the lobby of Regents College. Th e incident was
refer red for disciplinary
action.
11:55 a.m. A vehicle rolled
out of its parking space in
the Curris Center parking
lot. An officer and several
bystanders pushed the car
back into the spot and left a
note for the owner.
12:25 p.m . A caller reported
a student was bitten by a
dog a t the Curris Center.
The subject was escorted to
the emergency room.
Motorist Assist-10
Police Escorts-12

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
Marie Ewing, Assistant News Editor. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

"The MuiTIJ State News" strtves to be the University community' a aource for lnfonndon.
Our pal Ia to preaent tiNrt lllfomudlon In a fair and unbiased
.......,. Md alto pt"'Wide a fne and open ton. for expression aDd

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Ufe: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

........
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"The Murqy State News" offen a hand..- leamln& environment
for those students Interested In joumaUsm or other fields relltln&
to the production of a newspaper.
The campua , . . . should be fne fram censonltlp Hd advance
approval of copr, and, Ill editors should be fne to develop their
own edltortal and news policies.

Friday, March 8
1. Summer Job Fair - Sponsored by Career Service @ 10am-3pm, 3rd Door
Curris Center.
2. IHSI Horse Show - Sponsored by MSU Equine Team; free; Expo Center; 1pm.
3. Scribes & Vibes - Sponsored by SGA @ Sunset Strips, Curris Center, 7pm.
4. Cinema International - "Solas"; free; Curris Center Theater; 7:30pm.
5. Baha'i Student Assn. sponsered diversity dinner@ 7:30pm, 3rd Door
Curris .Center. No registration required.
6. Regional Basketball Tournament - Men's Semifinals; RSEC; admission $5;
6pm & 7:45pm.
7. Pool Party - Sponsered by Richmond College @Carr Health; 8pm-10pm.

Sunday, March 10

4.
5.
6.
7.

1. IHSI Horse Show- Sponsored by MSU Equine Team; free;

Expo Center; 9am.
2. Baseball - Breds vs. Bowling Green University at 12pm @
Reagan Baseball Field.

.

- - -- - - - 3. Cinema International - "Solas"; free; Curris Center Theater;

1. Tennis - MSU vs. Western Kentucky at 1pm @ Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
2. Tennis - MSU Women vs. Western Kentucky at 1 pm @ Bennie Purcell

3.

Saturday, March 9

Tennis Courts.
Baseball - Breds vs. Bowling Green University at lpm @ Reagan Baseball
Field.
Spring Concert - Concert Choir at 3:30pm @ Lovett Auditorium: Admission
free.
Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more info, call Jim Baurer @
762-6984.
IHSA Horse Show - Sponsered by MSU Equine Team; free; Expo Center; 9am.
Women's History Month - Movie; "The Women of the Senate"; Sponsored by
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship; free; Cumberland Room, Curris Center;
6pm.

7:30pm.
4. Tennis - MSU vs. Eastern Winois at 9am @ Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts.

I

5. Regional Basketball Tournament - Men's Finals; RSEC;
admission $5; 7pm.
6. mtimate Frisbee - Sponsored by Richmond College; free;
Intramural Complex; 1-4pm.
7. Tennis - MSU Women vs Eastern Winois at 2pm @ Bennie
.Purcell Tennis Courts.
8. Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more info, call

For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

Jim Baurer @ 762-6984.
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Mount Sterling pipeline explosion
produces flame seen for miles

Officials halt tournament
for medical emergency

MOUNT STERLING (AP) - An explosion at a natural gas pipeline Wednesday sent up a column of
flame visible for miles. oflicials said.
The explosion occurred at a substation 10 miles east
of Mount Sterling near the Montgomery-Menifee
County line.
There were no reports of injuries. but 30 families
left the1r east-central Kentucky resideoces voluntarily.
said Ray Bowman, a spokesman for the Kentucky
Division of Emergency Management.
It was not known if any customers would lose gas
service because of the rupture.
Andrew Melnykovych, a spokesman for the state's
Public Service Commission, said !he cause of the
explosion won' t be determined until the fire goes ouL

Grand jury indicts Ft. Campbell woman
on murder charge for death of son
PADUCAH (AP)- A federal grand jury indicted a
20-year-old woman on a murder charge for the dealh
of her 3-month-old son.
Misty Ann Munden Smith. of Fort Campbell, is
charged with second-degree murder in the Feb. 26
death of Andrew Gabriel Smith, according to the U.S.
attorney's office.
lnvesligators said in an affidavit that the baby was
shaken and its head apparently struck the top of a
washing machine sevel"al times. There was also evidence the baby was dropped onto the floor.
Smith called 911 and paramedics rushed the baby
to Blanchfield Army HQl.pital, where it was pronounced dead, the affidavit s:ud.
Smith was being held at the Christian Coumy Jail.
lf convicted. she could face life imprisonment, a
$250,000 fine and supervised release for a period of
five years. according to the attorney's office.
An arraignment is set for March 28 in Paducah.

Grand jury indicts former UK player
on charges related to dorm fire
FORT THOMAS (AP) - Former Kentucky defensive back Brett Hamblen was indicted Tuesday on
charges related to a Dec. II fire in his dormitory.
Hamblen and two other players, aU freshman who
were red~hirted this season. were charged with ftrstdegree arson after the fire in the Kirwin I dormitory
damaged a bulletin board. No one was injured.
The charges against Hamblen, Ben Scott, 19; and
Jeremy Darveau, 20, were eventually dropped.
Hamblen waived a preliminary hearing two days
after the fire, c;ending the case against him to a Fayeue
County grand Jury.
The grand jury indicted him on charges. of thirddegree arson and second-degree wanton endangerment.
Hamblen could face up to five years in jail.

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - The
girls' basketball tournament at the
Charleston Civic Center was halted for
nearly 40 mmutes Wednesday because
of a medical emergency.
The arena's scoreboard operator suffered an apparent heart attack at the end
of the first quarter of the second quarterfinal game between Nitro and
Wheeling Park.
Kenny Shock wa' transported to St.
Francis Hospital in Charleston. where
he died, his daughter said.
Public addres~ announcer Frank
Blake asked the crowd for a moment of
silence before the teams returned to the
court
Shock operated scoreboards at both
the Civic Center and at the University
of Charleston for more than two
decades.

FBI continues searching
for serial bank robber
DENVER (AP) - Federal authorities
were searching Wednesday for a man
suspected of robbing 14 banks in the
Denver and Colorado Springs areas.
The FBI said the man brandishes a
handgun underneath a pillowcase or ski
ma'k as he takes control of a bank. 1be
man also cames a large open umbrella
with him into the banks, authorities
said
The most recent robbery occurred
March l in CoiOI"Jdo Springs, the FBI
said.
The suspect was described as being
about 6 feet tall, with blue eyes and red·
dish or brownish facial hair. Authoritie!\
were offering a $1 5.000 reward for
information leading to his capture.

Officials recover letter
by George Washington
ORANGE. Va. (AP) - A Jetter written by George Washington in 1788 and
stolen from a home in Virginia has been
found in New York City.
The letter, valued at $500.000, .pad
been soW to a collector in New York
for far tess than its value, authorities
said Tuesday. It was to be retrieved
Thursday by Orange County sheriffs

3

•wor1d
officials.
Thomac; Paytes. 35. of Orange County. was charged with grand larceny in
the Feb. 25 theft. Paytes woriced for the
owner of the letter and had access to his
home. the shenff s department said. He
was arrested in Washington during the
weekend.

Medical team reports
fint uterus transplant

WASHINGTON, Mo. (AP) - A former prosecutor in Missouri faci ng
charges in an aUeged $23 million
investment swindle died Wednesday of
a self-inflicted gunshot wound, police
said.
The body of attorney William D.
Kimme, 68, was found by his wife in
his Jaw oflicc about 45 miles west of St
Louis. A handgun was recovered.
Federal prosecutors charged Kimrne
and three other~ with wire fmud, mail
fraud, securities fraud,and money laundering in a Feb. 21 indictment. They
allegedly promised U.S. and overseas
investors returns as high ao; 160 percent
through lhe purchao;e and trade of bogus
notes.

LONDON (AP) - Doctors in
Saudi Arabia have performed the
first human uterus transplant,
which produced two menstrual
periods before 1t failed and had to
be removed.
The experiment indicated a
womb transplant is technically
achievable, but expert.<; say it is
highly risky and ethically questionable. Some say it won' t be
practical until less toxic anti-rejection drugs become available.
The operation, reported this
week in the International Journal
of Gynecology and Obstetrics,
failed because a blood vessel supplying the uterus developed a clot,
which cut off the blood supply.
The transplant, using the womb
of a 46-year-old post-menopausal
woman who had to have a hysterectomy. was performed April 6,
2000, on a 26-year-old Saudi
woman who had lost her uterus
because of excessive bleeding
after childbirth.

Boy beaten by stepmother
remains in critical condition

Cab driver links suspect
to slain U.S. reporter

Lawyer facing charges
found dead in suicide

BRIGfiTON, Colo. (AP) - An 8year-old boy remained in critical condition Wednesday after he allegedly was
thrown to the ground by his stepmother.
Police were still investigating the
incident. said Brighton police spokeswoman Stacy Davis.
Police found second-grader Kevin
Henn uncon.~ious and barely breathing
on the floor of his family's Brighton
home Satun1ay. He was airlifted to
Children's Ho~pital with swelling and
hemorrhaging of the brain.
The boy'~> ~tepmother, Gail Leigh
Henn, 30, was arrested Saturday and
charged with child abuse resulting in
serious bodily injury. Henn wa'i freed
on a $10,000 bOnd.
Davis said the investigation is
focusing on Gail Henn, who is a former Adams County jail deputy. The
boy's father. Richard Henn, is considered a witness.

ISLAMABAD. Pa)cjstan (AP)
A taxi driver has told police he saw
the chief suspect in the kidnapslaying of Daniel Pearl enter a car
with the Wall Street Journal
reporter the night he was abducted,
police said Wednesday.
Police investigator Manzoor
Mughal said the driver, identified
only as Nasir, told a magistrate in
Karachi that he drove Pearl to a
restaurant on the evening of Jan.
23.
Nasir said he saw British-born
Islamic militant Ahmed Omar
Saeed Sheikh step out of a white
car, shake hands with Pearl and ask
him to step into the veh1cle, where
three other men were sitting.
A videotape recetved Feb. 22 by
U.S. diplomat'> in Karachi sbowed
Pearl dead. His body has not been
found.
Na~ir's testimony would signifi-

cantly bolster the government's
case against Saeed, who is expected to go on trial thi!'! month.

Anti-aircraft missile
explodes in Kabul
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) - A
Soviet-era anti-aircraft missile
exploded Wednesday as international peacekeepers in the Afghan
capital tried to defuse it. Two German and three Danish soldiers
were killed and etght others were
injured, officials said.
Brig. Gen. Carl Hubertus von
Butler. commander of German
peacekeeping
troops
in
Afghanistan, called the explosion a
"tragic incident." Caring for the
wounded, who were rushed to
peacekeepers' medical facilities in
Kabul, was the top priority. he
satd.
The soldiers were attempting to
desuoy two Russian-m.ack SA-3
ground-to-air missiles with a conuolled explosion at a munitions
collection point about3 miles from
the Gennan military's base in
Kabul, saJd Gen. Harald Kujat.
Gennany's top military officer.
Other details about the explosion remained unclear, such as
how many soldiers were in the
vicinity of the explosion. how the
el(plosion was triggered and why
the casualty figure was so high.
In addition to the five dead,
eight soldiers were injured. Buller
said. Among them, three were seriously wounded, Kujat said. The
Danish Defense Conunand said
three of the injured were Danes.

U.S.-allled troops mass
In eastern Afghanistan
GARDEZ, Afghanistan (AP)
Thousands of U.S.-allied Afghan
troops massed in eastern
Afghanistan on Wednesday for an
offensive aimed at finishing ofT
al-Qaida in the region even as
U.S. officers predicted the operation could be wmpped up within
days.

Hundred' of American troops
swept into the rugged terrain of
Paktia province, bolstering the
U.S. force to about 1.000.
American forces skirmished
with ai-Qaida fighters. cleared
enemy cave~ and launched wave
after wave of airstrikes ahead of
advancing ground troops talong
part in the largest U.S.-Ied offensive in the 5-month-old war.
Afghan soldiers urged residents
to tum in al·Qaida warriors. offering a dlrs 4,000 reward for each
foreign fighter captured alive.
One Afghan intelligence officer, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said there were other
ai-Qaida pockets throughout the
eastern mountains besides those
ta'rgeted by the current offensive.

Human rights chief
critical of operation
BERLI N (AP) - The United
Nations' top human rights official
charged Wednesday that the U.S.
military action in Afghanistan has
led to excessive civilian ca">ualties.
Mary Robinson, U.N. High
Commissioner for Human Right~.
stressed to the Die Zeit newspaper
in an interview that she is nol soft
on terrorism.
But Robinson said the intervention in Afghanistan "wa'> carried
out in such a way that it could lead
to disproportionate number' of
victims in the civilian population."
Afghan and U.S authorities
have not given a number for how
many Afghan civilians died in the
war against terrorism after Sept.
11. Two Afghan groups are
attempting a tally, and New
York-based Human Rights
Watch also plan!> a study.
Robinson didn't refer to any
specific incidents. The U.S. military has admitted to errors that
killed Afghan civilians, but the
Pentagon na:> .stressed they were
never deliberately rargeted.
World Biefly is compiltd by

Marci Owen, news editor

The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi cordially invite the following men to our

Spring 2002 Crush Dance
from 9 pm.-12 a.m. on Tuesday, March 12 at Woodmen of the World (Downtown Murray).

Aaron Severns
Adam Brewer
Adam Bruer
Adam Fackler
Adam Harris
Adrian Yeiser
Andrew Deardorf
Antione WhelcHel
Anthony Lacour
Barrett Glastetter
Bart Peach
Ben Mitchell
Ben Furlong
Brandon Powell
Brandon Riley
Brent Dolan
Brent Schultz
Brent Taylor
Brent Underhill
Bryan Belvin
Brian Grogran
Brian Settle
Brian Sietz
Brian William s
Brice Spencer
Bryan Hayse
Bryan Powell
Casey Naber
Chad Hankins
Chad Price
Chiwale Bedeau
Chris Dew
Chris Hancock
Chris Jones
Chris Jung
Chris Shumate
Clay Harrison

Clint Moryl
Clint Hampton
Cody Brahm
Conner Cantrell
Corey Carnes
Cory Edwards
Craig Hoffman
Cullen Couleas
Cuthbert Victor
Darren Stone
David Greene
David Johnston
Derek Jackson
Derek Thompson
Desmond Collins
Don-Michael Hendricks
Drew Lawrence
Duke Vaiga
Dylan Schaumburg
Eric Buchner
Eric King
Eric Long
Eric Morsky
Eric Suits
Evan Hipp
Fulton Hart
Gary Michael Templeman
Garner Byars
Harris Jones
Heath Wilson
Jack Henshaw
Jake Austin
Jamie Burkeen
James Singleton
Jared Thomas
Jared Tynes

Jeremiah McGuire
Jeremy Edwards
Jeremy Sachronoski
Jeremy Woodward
Jessie Rhoads
Jimmy Whitehair
John Blane
John David Thieke
John King
John McDaniel
John Sullivan
Jon Wyatt
Jonathan McGregor
Jordy Yeiser
Josh Abner
Josh Burchett
Josh Koster
Josh McKeel
Josh .Miller
Josh Morris
Josh Ricks
Josh Scholl
Justen Arnold
Justin Burdine
Justin Braboy
Justin Taylor
Keith Schawacker
Ken Ray
Kenneth Harris
Kennith Howard
Kent Manning
Kevin Moulder
Kevin Renfroe
Kevin Paschel
Kyle Gorman
Kyle Reitz
Malcom Moore

Travis Konemann
Trent Haddock
Trevor Larson
Trey Seidel
Tripp Gibson
Tyler Baker
Tyler Olson
Tyler Walls
Vince Carter
Wesley Adams
Zach Heppner

Nick Garvin
Nick Rexing
Noah Lampkins
Pat Clark
Richie McCierkin
Rick Jones
Robert Cunningham
Robert Weatherly
Ross Jones
Ryan Cain
Ryan Drane
Scott Whitsell
Scotty Kelly
Scott Pyle
Seath Butts
Shane Williams
Shanon Gilkey
Shawn Miller
Stan Torzewski
Tim Clements
Todd Bailey
Travis Brown
Travis Humkey
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Winslow willing to change
Management's new food, committee appreciated
Our View

K

T

Have you finalized
your Spring Break
plans?

Issue:
W INSLOW
DINING HAU 'S
MANAGEMEN T IS
INVITING
STUD ENTS TO JO IN
ITS MEN U
PlAN N ING
COMMITTEE.

POSITION:

"I'm going to
catch up on
some sleep."

W INSLOW'S
MAN AGEMEN T
DESERVES A PAT O N
THE BACK FO R.
SEEKIN G

RASHAUD DAVIS

}uniOf, Paducah

SUGGESTIONS.
STUDENTS SHOULD
TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THE
OPPORTUNITY TO
VOICE THEIR
OPINIO NS.

"I'm not sure
yet, you'll
have to ask
me next
week."
jiLL GIANNINI
unlor, Princeton

"I'm going to
travel through
Florida."
RUDY ROSAIAI

senior.

lndones~

"I'm going to
the
Everglades to
wrestle
crocodiles."

Amid the hustle and bustle in
the back of Winslow Dining
Hall is a cheerful little office
where Linda Hollingsworth
gladly welcomes students.
As Winslow's manager.
Hollingsworth said she has control over two things: menu items
and quality of food. The best
part is, she's more than happy to
receive student inptit in both
areas.
With the help of Michael
Vance, the dining hall's supervisor, recent student suggestions
were put into effect at Winslow,
resulting in some much needed
variation in the food offered.
For a few days. students saw
green romaine leaves mixing
with the iceberg in the lettuce
bucket, and several fun new
salad dressings. such as honey
mustard, herb vinegarette, bacon
tomato and a tastier ranch, have
been available daily.
Real grilled chicken breasts
replaced the compressed patties
one evening. and the new selection of fruits such·as tangerines
and pears show Winslow is willing to act upon student suggestions.
However, the recent recommendations from two students
do not represent what other
Winslow diners may desire for
their breakfast, lunch or evening
meal.
That's why other students who
have comments on or suggestions for Winslow's food selection need to get involved with
the newly forming menu and
review committee.
Hollingsworth and Vance
have shown they are receptive to
their diners· concerns, and students must reciprocate by taking
advantage of the new committee.
With the fi rst menu committee
meeting scheduled for I p.m.
March 15. students wil1 be given

'\)0N1 t O~(\E\ \
T~Y \~~NEW
F~U\T ANt> sfiUJ)
\)~ E..

the opportunity to help plan
which food items will appear on
Winslow's daily menu in the
weeks following Spring Break
until the end of semester. In
addition, suggestions for
improving Fast Track's food
selection will be considered
Many students have expressed

occasional discontent about
Winslow's food, so now is the
time to express those opinions to
those who have the power to do
something about them.
Some studenlc; leaving early
for Spring Break may not be
able to attend the first meeting.
However, they can express their

ss \I•J 4

\

interest by dropping comments
in the comment box in Winslow
or by calling Hollingsworth and
finding out when the next meeting will be held.
Winslow is opening all its
doors. and it is a chance for students to have a say in what's for
dinner.

• YourOpinion

AAIIoH CAAKEA
junior, LouiSYIIIe

Racer Food Service employees
stand behind meal prices, quality
Jenny
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To the Editor:
This letter is to Erin Richards and all Murray State students. faculty and staff.
My name is Michael Miller, and I am a
G6-catering cook. I am an accredited chef
with more than 15 years of experience. The
catering service is able to fi ll any request
from a 500-person banquet to coffee for five.
After reading the commentary "Big bully
MSU steals lunch money" in the Feb. 28
issue of "The Murray State News," I wns
concerned with the lack of research the
author. Erin Richards. showed in her anicle.
Let's set the record straight.
Yes, Richards, if you are a freshman or
sophomore living in a residential college you
are required to purcha"ie a meal plan, but not
necessarily the Thoroughbred 7-meal plan.
There are seven options to choose from as
well a'l a declining balance with your meal
plan. You also have the option to change
plans at the beginning of each semester.
I will not debate with Richards over her
perceptions of food quality. The food at Murray State is prepared, held and served correctly.
Richards is correct in her calculation of
$6.19 per meal. but she doe~ not consider
what comes out of that amount. Food cost
paid to the distributor takes 30 percent to 45
percent; labor costs take out another 30 percent to 40 ~rcent in the form of wages and
insurance for employees.
The majority that remains is used for un·
revenued service~. as well as non-related
food expenses such as Relay For Life.
One example of an un-revenued ser.·ice i-•
Great Beginnings: more than 8.000 meals
were served and pa1d for by Foud Services
last fall. On a ~muller but more poignant
scale was an incident that occurred during

Christmas.
A woman crossing the street in front of
Ordway Hall tripped, fell forward and broke
her nose. A quick-thinksng Food Service
worker took a fine linen tablecloth from the
Madrigal Dinner set-up and used it to stop
the bleeding. When the ambulance came. the
tablecloth went with her. Needless to say.
she was not charged.
Out of the remaining percentage comes
facility upkeep. For example. if the balla'lt in
an overhead tluorescent light in a classroom
needs replacement, the University is charged
with the new ballast.
However. the same problem with a similar
light in Winslow Dining Hall means the part
and labor cost is paid for by Food Services.
As for when Richards refers to eating
nightly dinners at "nearly every reasonably
priced restaurant in town," where can you get
as much as you do at Murray State with the
$4.50 Thoroughbred 15-meal option? Maybe
a Wendy's 99 cent value meal.
In the arlicle, Richards refers to the prices
on the cash-in meal plan as "the real scam,"
when in fact. it works like a debit card.
As for student accommodations. there are
seven choices on campus for eating. not
three. The hours of operation have been
extended for Winslow and Fa,t Track, which
now takes board plans during extended
hours.
The staff at these areas of operation strive
daily to improve accommodations to the
highest extent.
As for requesting more money be spent on
food, we could serve romaine. red and green
lettuce and spinach on our salad bars, but the
$40 per case cost of romaine would be
pa~sed on to the student,
There are more than five Italian dbhes that
can be ma~s prepared, but again, at a higher
cost. Using more costly ingrediems do.:s not
increase the nutritional value of the food.
A salad at Murray State has the same nutnlional value as a salad at an Applebees' or

Ryan's Steakhouse, where it will certainly
cost more per ounce.
While Richards speaks of the choices of
"deep-fat fried foods" at Winslow, both
chicken drummies and chicken fried steak
are prepared in the oven.
As for the vegetarian alternatives. a Mudent waits because they are prepared to
order. Holding a standard vegetarian burger
at a Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point
of 145 degrees or higher will dry the patties
out.
When you add vegetable stock to prevent
drying, the soy-vegetable base of the burger
disintegrates. I would rather wait a few min·
utes than receive an inferior product.
And the "hot oil" the food is cooked in is
canota oil, one of the most heart-healthy oils
available.
As a professional. I have worked at many
good and bad operations. I am very aware of
the challenges in this type of faci lity, but to
compare this operation to "slave-labor" and
"over-the-counter morphine" is to compare
apples with radial tires.
My supervisOr!. and co-workers will agree
we work to make changes for the bener
everyday.
As for switching to a contract food service.
such as the Marriott does, not only would it
likely cost the entire Food Services stalftheir
jobs. but also quality would go down and
prices would rise. Contrnctors hired at lower
wages would result in less educated, less
dedicated employees.
Would contractors use a meal plan or ask
for cash? Will they hire student workers'?
Will the second McDonalds in town ut a
campu~ fast food court accept declining balance? Probably not.
In an informal poll of full-time Food Service \taff. I found an amazing 513 years of
combined experience at the Curri~ Center
alone. This bone of the finest crews I have
ever worked with.
Lastly. I extend an invitation to Richards

to observe or work alongside me anytime to
see for herself just what is involved in quantity food preparation.
Many of my co-workers agree with the
above statements and are willing to sign
below me.
Michael Miller
Catering crew cook
Marie Parrish
Robin DeMarchi
Debbie Newsome
Donna Cobb
Carla Watson
Linda Black
Stacy Ford
Jo Elam
Evelyn K. Roberts
Tracy Westbrook
Judy Hale
Mandy Crawford
Joyce Lee
Patricia Wilkerson
Liz Collins
Marilyn Houston
Tammy Elkins
Jackie McDaniel
Becky Wilder
Employees in different capacite~ of Murray
State'<> catenng :.er.•ices nnd the Thoroughbred-Room

Write to us
'The Murray State News'' welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for \'erification. Please include hometown, cla~sifica
tion. title or relationship to 1he University.
"The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for style, length and content.
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Skin protection important for health
In My

Opinion

jUDY
LYLE
"MELANOMA
IS A SERIOUS
TYPE OF SKIN
CANCER,
WHICH, IF NOT
REMOVED EARLY
WHILE IT IS
THIN, SPREADS
INTERNAUY
AND IS
USUALLY
FATAL."

I am so looking forward to Spring Break! It will be
here before we know it. I can't wait to get someplace
that is wann, balmy and most of all, sunny. I can
play golf. go to the beach and maybe even swim if
the weather is wann.
The last week has certainly put me in the mood for
wannth. Hmm. r1wybe I should spend some time in
tlte tanning bed for the next couple of weeks to prepare for the sun - don't want to look pasty white in
my shorts and swim suit! Then I can go to the beach
and get sun, sun and more sun. My friends are going
to be so jealous!
Stop! Rewind. Maybe. I first need to consider my
risks for tanning (I know this is not the first thing
that pops into the brain when planning a Spring
Break trip, but maybe it should be).
Indoor tanning. The season is just starting for the
owners of tanning beds. Lots of folks want to look
good for their fonnals and have tanned skin in their
shorts and swimsuits. Indoor tanning is supposed to
be safe. right? Not really. It can be just as harmful as
actual sunlight.
The risks include skin cancer, premature skin
aging (wrinkles), skin and eye burns, allergic type
reactions. early cataracts, reduced immunity and
blood vessel damage. A "base tan'' offers no protection. There is no evidence that getting a tan will protect your skin in any way.
Certain medicines can cause a photosensitive
reaction that ancludes a worsened skin bum than you
would ordinarily get, itching and scaling skin, rashes and swelling. A few of the medicines that can
cause this type of reaction are certain antibiotics,
some types of birth-control ptlls, high blood-pressure medicine, antihistamines, tranquilizers and diabetes medication.
Outdoor lanning carries the same risks as indoor
lanning. The greatest problem with outdoor tanning
is there is no timer that turns the exposure off. We all

tend to spend too much time in the sun without pro- dence is currently increasing at an epidemic rate of
tection such as clothing, hats and sun block. There is more than 4 percent annually, higher than any other
no such thing as a safe tan. A lan is nothing more cancer.
than visual evidence of skin that has been damaged.
Most new melanoma patients have no family hisThere are significant risks for skin cancer from tory of the disease: it can strike anyone regardless of
both indoor and outdoor tanning. Skin cancer is on health. phystcal condition or skm complexion. On
the rise in the United -'""!"'--~--~--r-~~""""!~----, average, there is a
States as well as worldmelanoma death in the
wide. Being young is no
United States almost every
guarantee that you will not
hour.
develop skin cancer. One
The good news is that
of the cancers, melanoma,
melanoma is easy to detect
can be life-threatening.
yourself at an early stage
Melanoma is a serious
while it is thin and can be
type of skin cancer, which,
easily cured by a simple.
if not removed early while
painless removal in a docit is thin, spreads internaltor's office. All it takes is a
ly and is usually fatal . It is
10-minute monthly skin
often ignored until too late
check.
because, in the early
Melanomas
often
stages, it may look harmdevelop from pre-existing
less and cause no discommoles, but may also arise
fort. Many people don't
in normal skin and in
realize that something
frecldes, blemishes. birth~oo~~~

Opinion section useless
without reader response
'

In My

Opinion
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ERIN
RICHARDS
"'THE MURRAY
STATE

News'

HAS

A FLUCTUATING
WEEKLY
CIRCULATION OF
ABOUT

7,500

COPIES WHICH
REACH STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF
AND COMMUNITY
MEMBERS. DoN'T
YOU PEOPLE HAVE
ANYTHING TO
SAY?"

Let me start by saying I love my job. I get
paid to write my opinion in this paper every
week, lay out page four and five exactly
how I want. write the opinion of the staff in
the staff editorial and hang out with all the
other newsroom junkies in my down time.
However, I also get to spend the few
hours I get freed from the shackles of the
newsroom haras!.ing every person I know
with the same monotonous request (note:
eyebrows raised in anticipation, Bambi-eyes
to increase beg appeal, eager puppy-dog
expression), "Wanna write a commentary?''
This part of the job stinks. Unlike the
sports, college life and news editor. who
assign story topics to their paid staff or volunteer writers every week, the opinion editor relies on submissions from (gasp') the
outside world.
The opinion section of any newspaper is
an outlet for its readers' views, but after
perusing our paper, one would think most
Murray State students, faculty and staff
don't have any.
Since school started in August, I have
probably only published submissions from
about 20 or 30 different people. It's pathetic.
Most professional and many college
newspapers receive such a multitude of letters and commentaries that they must reject
many and severely edit the rest because of
space restrictions. The "letters to the editor"
section of "The Murray State News," however, has been empty for the past three
weeks.
After attending a conference last weekend
for most of the college and university newspapers in Kentucky. 1 found even the smallest private school of 800 students had several letters to the editor as well as students
who contributed regularly to the newspaper
each issue.
Western Kentucky University's opinion
editor told me that she tells her contributors
that because of the opinion section's backlog, they shouldn't expect to see their article
or letter published for about three weeks.

~~~~~

kill them if not treated
areas. Sun exposure is
properly.
believed to be a factor in
Although it is rare in
50 to 70 percent of new
young
children.
melanomas, but they can
melanoma occurs in every
also occur in areas that are
age group after puberty
Rob Brown/The News not nonnally exposed to
and is the most common cancer in young adulL~ of
sunlight.
ages 25 to 29. Among women of ages 30 to 35, the
The first step in finding melanoma is to Jearn
incidence is exceeded only by breast cancer.
about moles. which are common pigmented skin
Overall, melanoma is the sixth most common can- lesions that may be flat or raised. There are two
cer in males and the seventh most common cancer in ' types of moles, ordinary and atypical (the medical
females. In the United States, incidence of term for atypical moles is "dypla'itic nevi"). Ten to
melanoma now exceeds that of new HIV infections: 15 percent of the white population have atypical
53,600 new cases are expected this year. The inci- moles.

Among African-Americans, the average lifetime
risk of melanoma is about 15 times lower than in the
white population. Melanoma is uncommon in children under the age of lZ. In the United States, the
incidence of melanoma is about equal in males and
females. but males have a higher death rate, probably because they check their skin less frequently.
Melanoma occurs in every part of the country. The
five states with the highest predicted incidence of
new ca..es are California. Aorida, Texas, New York
and Pennsylvania. When adjusted for population differences, the prevalence of melanoma is nearly as
high in Massachusetts as in Florida and almost as
high in New York a." in Texas and California.
The risk in non hem and central states is not much
less than in the Sunbelt states. Australia and New
Zealand have the highest incid~nce of melanoma in
the world, with New Zealand's rate nearly five times
the United States rate.
The infonnation on melanoma was taken from the
Web site http://www.skincheck.org. I would encourage you to visit this site to learn more about
melanoma and how to do a skin check to lind out if
you have su~pictous moles.
Above all, protect yourself. Wear a hat to protect
your face. ears and scalp. Wear sun block with an
SPF of 15 or higher and reapply frequently when out
in the sun for long periods of time. Wear clothing
that will help block the sun' s rays. Avoid tanning
booths.
Jf you have questions about your skin or how to
protect yourself, please do not hesitate lO call or
come to Health Services. Our phone number is 7623809 and we are located in W~lls Hall.

Judy Lyle is a healih educator and staff nurse at
Health Services.

ONf WEEK PRlOR TO S?R\N" BREAK t1SU
STUDENTS ARE "RUS"\NCl TO T\-\E CURR f S

CENTER

JN ORPER TO GET TONE() UP.

One of our missions as a newspaper is to
provide a "free and open forum for expression and debate,'' yet that becomes impossible when myself and a handful of other people I regularly beg for commentaries are the
only contributing writers.
I have received commentaries this year
from the lesser-heard voices of people such
as F. King Alexander. a few faculty and fraternity members, but overall, diversity in the
opmion section of "The News" is nonexistent.
I question the lectures our staff has
received about how we need 10 strive to be a
more diverse newspaper. It's not just our
responsibility - other than a commentary
from a person of Middle-Eastern descent
after SepL 11 and a student who wrote about
the University' s international student transport service last week. I have not received a
single commentary from the rest of Murray
State's international population. much less
anything from an African-Am~rican, Asian
or Hispanic student.
"The Murray State News" has a weekly
circulation 7,500 that reach students, faculty. staff and community members. Don't
members of the University community have
anything to say?
I could put on my Uncle Sam hat and
explain how readers should take advantage
of the privilege our country offers its citizens to freely voice or publish their opinion.
but I won't. I just want a commentary, from
somebody different, with something interesting to say. Please.
I want to publish your experiences, your
complaints, your compliments. your opinions. Stop the apathy! Suggest a change,
take a stance. Or. atlea'>t write in and tell me
why people don't feel compelled to write
anything.
Commentaries about commentaries are
kind of silly. but at least it's a start.

FJTNESS
CENTE"R .

Erin Richards is the opinioll editor for "The
Murray State News. "

File-sharing on Internet still subject of controversy
In My

Opinion

ROB
BROWN

I miss Napster. I really do. I don't mtss the
worthless 56k connection I had back in the Napster heyday, but back in those days the feeling
that peer-to·peer file sharing was actually going
to work filled my tiny little Kingsford briqueue
of a heart wtth joy and rapture.
It wasn't to be, I suppose. Seems there were all
sorts of "ethtcal" questions about Napster.
Pshaw.
Back up a second for those of you who either
don't remember Napster or never used it (you
sorry bastards). It was this wonderful program for
the "computer." You took all your sound files
and logged into the network. Other folks did the
same. Then
you
searched
for
the
bands/songs/albums you wanted and stole...er,
"shared'' them from another user on the network.
The music industry took offense to this. Metallica. curse its worthless hide, took offense to this.
The court system ultimately decided that Napster
was a bad thing, and Napster lingered about like
a rotten fish smell until the court-mandated lack
of file availability slowly killed the network.
So all of us file-sharing addicts had to find an
alternative. LimeWire and Bearshare represented

the always-available and slow-but-steady Gnutella network, a virtually litigation-immune filesharing service. Morpheus, KaZ.aa and Grokster
represented another file-sharing system that,
much like Gnutella, added the wonderful ability
to download porn and movies to the mix.
Morpheus was the king until a week or so ago.
Morpheus. using the proprietary system for Jile
sharing developed by KaZaa. was truly a wonderful thing. Software, music. movies, pornMorpheus had it all.
Naturally. it didn't la'it-KaZaa found a way to
boot Morpheus off of the network now shared by
KaZaa and Grokster alone and relegated it to the
possibly temporary status of simply another
Gnutella application.
The ent~rtainment industry is still suing Morpheus and KaZaa for facilitating copyright
infringement. With the courts taking a stand on
the side of the industry in the Napster case, it is
highly likely the entertainment industry will win.
Another service will crop up, and the cycle will
repeat.
The funny thing is. the networks like Napster,
KaZan and Morpheus have never violated copy-

right law. They do not make copies of files available for download - only users can do that.
And as peer-to-peer networks steadily make
the claim that file sharing ha'> legal and beneficial
uses. the courts will continue to hold the networks responsible for the copyright infringement
undertaken by their users.
I'll be the first to freely admit that my use of
peer-to· peer file sharing falls almost entirely in
the realm of copyright infringement.
I download songs. so I don't buy crap albums.
I listen to strange groups my friends say £'II love,
but that I'm not prepared to make a $20 contribution to for the right to decide if I like the mul>ic or
not.
I download games to see if it's worth having
the full version and grainy copies of movie~ to
determine if they' re worth having in my DVD
library and porn ... well. let'!> leave that alone.
Most of the ~tuffl don't keep. and on principle
I share any original work I do on my computer
with other users on the network.
Of course. I have the luxury to determine
whether to use tile-sharing applications for the
forces of good or evil. This is because I don't live

in the residential colleges. If I were stuck back in
those cramped little freshman-filers, I would
throw an absolute 111.
Someone here at Murray State University has
made the decision that there are no legitimate
useo, for file-sharing applications, so they aren't
usable in the residential colleges. I'm not sure at
what point the University became a de facto judicial branch of the government, but it seems to me
- hint, hint - that o;omeone in the dorms should
take this issue to a higher power (you know,
Jike...cr... SGA. Make them suckers work).
Dorm folks: You pa) for your Internet access
as part of your room, whether it's itemited or not.
So get your duly elect~d student representative to
request that the University hold to that whole
"innocent before proven guilty'' deal with the
peer-to-peer networks.
After all. I'm sure someone uses file sharing to
do sornt!thing good, right?

...

Rob Brown is the graphic designer fnr "The Murray Stute News.''
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University reaches record enrollment
BY TAYLOR M A RIE EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Murray State has experienced
record enrollment for the seventh year, but that record may
be short-lived come this fall.
Interim Dean of Admissions
Jim Vaughan said Murray
State ' s fall enrollment was
9,648, and he expects enrollment to reach 9,800 next fall .
He projects that the University's enrollment will increase at
a rate of 200 students per year
until 2006.
"We have great expectations
and aspirations of having
10,000 students at Murray State
by fall 2003 ," Vaughan said. "l
think that is certainly some-

thing the University can do."
Vaughan said his enrollment
projections have yet to be
approved by the Board of
Regents, and he is currently
negotiating with the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education in Frankfort to set enroll ment goals for the Univer!>ity.
"We ' re in the process now of
negotiating our .enrollment
goals with the Council on Postsecondary
Education
this
week," Vaughan said . " Once
that is finalized, the president
will take these enrollment goals
to the Board of Regents for
their approval, but it won ' t vary
much."
Center for Contmued Education Dean John Yates said Mur-

ray State ' s off-campus sites in
Paducah.
Hopkinsville/Ft.
Campbell, Madisonville and
Henderson have experienced a
32 percent increase in enrollment thi s spring.
Yates said the University
increases enrollment at offcampus sites through television
and radio publicity and representatives in the communities.
''We have site representatives
in each of rhe four major areas
speaking at various organizations and the chambers of commerce," Yates said. "We do
anything we can to increase the
visibility of our programs."
Yate:. c;aid increased enrollment at off-campus sites is beneficial in several ways.

" For the most part, (students
at off-campus sites) don't have
the opportunity to go away to
school, so we bring the degree
programs to them," Yates said.
"And it increases the University' s overall enrollment. which
counts toward funding we get
from the state."
Vaughan ~aid his goal s for
future enrollment will allow the
University to grow and be competitive, but will not create a
drastic change.
' 'I think (our goal) is aggressive, sustainable, and it allows
us ro grow and still utilize our
available resources to assure
the students are afforded a qual ity education," Vaughan said.
Vaughan said even though

Murray State ' s enrollment will
continue to increase, the Uni versity will nor sacrifice its
quality.
"We' re big enough to have n
national reputation and to offer
o;ome really quality academic
programs, but we ' re not so big
that we ' ve forgotten who we
are,'' Vaughan s aid. "While we
do research and have excellent
graduate programs, our primary
focus here is on undergraduate
teaching, and we' re proud o f
that. We don't ever want to get
so big that we forget who we
serve and what our values arc ."
Vaughan said Murray State's
record enrollment can be attributed to the hard work of University employees .

" If you were to ask me to
what do we attribute Murray
Stare's
record
enrollment
growth , first and foremost I'd
say it ' s the strength of our academic programs and the commitment of the faculty here at
Murray State," Vaughan said.
"And then I would :.econd that
by saying there ' s a lot of very
dedicated
staff
members
who' ve l ite rally committed
their lives to this institution."
Vaughan said Murray State's
quality education ar a fair price
is also beneficiaL
Said Vaughan : "Students are
sophisticated consumers in this
day and age, and they want their
money ' s worth.''

Athletics emphasiZe academics Faculty submits request
to form diversity committee
Bv MARCI OwEN
NEWS EDITOR

With the highest graduation rate
in the state, Murray State athletes
have proved that brains can
accompany brawn.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the University's high
graduation rate of about 60 percent can be attributed to the
emphasis placed on academics
•tit.hin the athletics department.
"We make it a bigger priority
than some other universities,"
Dennison said. "From the ftrst day
the student athletes arrive on campus, we make study hall mandatory for them. We monitor their
class attendance and provide
tutors for them when requested."
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said the
academic improvement of the student athletes boast well for rhe
entire University.
"I think it is another indication
of the academic quality of the
institution and the emphasis on
academics," Robertson said. "The
fact that our athletes are doing so
well just reflects well on the entire
student body."
Dennison said while academics
have always been a maJOr priority,
the graduation rate among student
athletes has increased steadily
over the last four years.

"Four years ago, we opened the
Weaver Center," Dennison said.
"Since then. we have expanded
and are now working on a plan to
replace the existing computers and
increase the number of tutors. Athletics is willing to make a financial commitment to ensure we
continue our academic success."
Dennison said he believes the
academic success will increase the
respect for athletics within the
University .
"We now have more credibility
with the faculty on campus," Dennison said. "They know we are
taking academics serious ly."
Dennison and Robertson said
the improvement in academics
among athletes also should help
with recruitment efforts.
" I feel this will help us attract
more students." Dennison said.
"When the parents look ar Murray
State
University,
they
are
impressed with our GPAs. They
want their children to attend a
school where they know they will
be able to graduate."
Robertson agreed.
"Obviously, it sends a very
important message to perspective
student athletes that are looldng al
Murray State that the emphasis is
on their academics, and if they
come here, there is commitment
for rhem to graduate and to do

well in the classroom," Robertson
said.
Dennison said another academic
victory was an increase in the
average GPAs among a,thletes,
which is now on par with the University's student body.
''We currently have a 2.8 GPA.
and our goal is to have a 3.0
GPA," Dennison said. "We are not
there yet. but we are making
progres!>."
Dennison said he wants to clear
up misconceptions that one gender
is responsible for the academic
success of athletes.
"The women do make good
grades and graduate. but so do the
men," Dennison said. "Fifty-five
percent of the student body on this
campus is composed of women,
and 45 percent of it is men. That
same percentage holds true in our
participation rates."
Although the athletics department continues to improve academic~ among athletes. Dennison
said there are still some areas that
need more assistance.
"We need to do a better job of
identifying degree programs that
the student athletes can succeed
in.'' Dennison said. "Everyone
cannot graduate with a degree in
rocket science, but they can graduate with a degree in an area that
they feel comfortable in."

BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF AN D

MARCI OwEN
NEWS EDITOR

At a Faculty Senate meeting
Tuesday, the executive committee gaw the Handbook and Personnel Committee President F.
Alexander's request to form a
Blue Ribbon Task Force Lo
research the issue of recruitment
and retention of minority faculty.
Faculty Senate President Bill
Call said appointing a committee to explore a topic is a typical
approach when faced with what
could be considered a "fairly
large problem.'"
' 'It would be an information
gathering type of committee
that would look at the reasons
that we have low minority facul ty. try to determine if there are
problems that need to be
addreso;ed; in terms of recruiting, in terms of the atmosphere
whi le they are here. in terms of
lhe diffic~lty of having A\ :mit·
able number of minority faculty." Call .said.
Call said the committee would
not neccs ..arily need to be com·

accountin~

financial strYices, htalthcart management,

I~ and n~ht das~

focus oo tthia and ocadtmic txctlknct
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Corln~ outstanding faculty
• COSf m
tthod teaching
I
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I
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than what the faculty can
addreo;s."
Call said an appointed committee could have a broader
view of the situ:uion than the
Senate alone. He said, hopefully
.the committee would have suggestions other than those disc ussed in the Faculry Senate
meeting.
After re ading a docume nt
detailing the intended foc us of a
Blue Ribbon Task I-oree, Direc-
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non·profitmanagtmtntand IHdmhip
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BILL CALL
faculty Senate President
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Up~ Universi~s Master of&umess Adml,._ j:(C9fam features

Concentrations in

" We believe this problem
is larger than what the
faculty can address. "

tor of Equal Opportunity
Annazeuc Fields, in un e-muiled
statement, said it appears the
Fundty Sennte understands the
importance of the University
making strides in the area of
recruitment and retention of
minority faculty. Fields said this
issue is a University-wide effort
that involves collaboratton
between all employee~ (faculty
and staff). She s aid this is an
impossible tusk: for one unit or
group of people to accomplish.
"My concern. however, is that
I did not see a specific plan on
how the Faculty Senate will
take a more active role in this
area,•· Fields said in the e-mail.
"I believe their expertise and
s upport is needed in order for
the Universi.ty to make progress
with the recruitment and retention of minority faculty ."
Call said the appointment of
the Blue Ribbon Task Force
depends on whether Alexander
chooses to act on lhe recommendation issued by rhe Faculty
Senate.
Said Call : ..Its a very appropriate thing for the University
and the Senate lo be working on
together."

~: ~

Day OR Night, Lipscomb Umv
an MBA program desig
I

prised of a representative body,
but one that could make a difference. Ideally, Call s aid, the
body would be comprised of
townspeople. Mudenrs, fat:ulry,
s taff and other:..
"h would seem logical to me
that some lenders in the city or
count) government would be
included,'" Cull said. "We
believe this problem is larger
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Students honor Seuss
Bv

SEVERO Avn:A
STAFF W RITER

With a little green eggs and ham and
a cat in a hat, fraternity members
ensured Dr. Seuss' legacy to children
will last.
On March 1, members of Sigma Phi
Epsilon visited local schools as part of
the annual Read Across America campaign to commemorate Dr. Theodore
Geisel's (aka Dr. Seuss) birthday.
Dr. Seuss was a Sig Ep when he
attended Dartmouth University, and
current members of that fraternity said
they were happy to pay tribute to their
famous brother.
"We just really love to get involved in
the community.'' Sig Ep member Jason
Pittman said. "Other organizations participated as well, but as far as frats go,
the Sig Eps contributed the most."
Members of that fraternity visited
Southwest, East, North and Murray Elementary schools from 9 a.m. to I :30
p.m. in groups of five to 10 members.
They spoke with the children about
Murray State and then read Dr. Seuss
books to them.
Kay Greer, librarian at Southwest
Elementary, said the visits were a
tremendous success.
"It was wonderful," Greer said. "The
young men from Sigma Phi Epsilon had

Property damage
results in charges
brought before IFC
I

BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

Karri WurttVThe News

Adam Seiber, senior from Murray, reads Dr. Seuss' " Oh, the Places You'll d o"
to children at Murray Elementary Scbool ln honor of the author 's birthday.
those kids spellbound.
"It was delightful to watch," she said.
..These men took time out of their day
to come and read to our kids, who were
so amazed that these college men cared
so much about them that they came all
the way down here to read to them."
Greer said children in the fifth grade

Shampoo, Cut, cl Style

and lower panicipated in the readings.
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. Murray
State Reading Class and the Hart College Honor Society all participated in
the birthday events, which included a
pajama party at the Calloway County
Public Library for the children and their
parents.

Police reports indicate that on Saturday a
criminal mischief report was filed by Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity, charging two members of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity- Travis
Brown, sophomore from Mayfield. and
James Riley. freshman from Mayfield - with
entering the Sig Ep property and breaking the
Sig Eps' plywood Greek letters over a vehicle.
"There is an open investigation on this
maner,'' Murray Police Detective Captain
Eddie Rollins said. "There was minor damage done to the vehicle."
Sigma Phi Epsilon's IFC representative, C.
Ryan Shelton, brought formal charges
against ATO at Tuesday's IFC meeting.
"Some gentlemen came onto our property," Shelton said. 'They trespassed onto our
backyard, found some wooden letters we use
for ditlerent events. took them out of the
yard. and started breaking the letters on a
truck owned by a friend of one of our brothers."

"We do recogni7e that this is an isolated
incident" Shelton added. 'There is no animosity between the ATOs and us, but behavior like this cannot be tolerated."
Chns Hadley, 11-=C treasurer and Sig Ep
member, witnessed the incident.
"We asked them what was going on, and
they said they were from a different fraternity on a different campus. We didn' t exactly
believe that, so I got their names and found
out they were students here. But we handled
it through the polit:e - they dealt with that''
The truck involved, belonging to Rebecca
McGraw, junior from Chicago, sustained
superficial paint dan1age.
On Wednesday, members of the Sig Ep
and ATO fraternities met and reached a settlement. The Sig Eps agreed to drop all
charges with the IFC next Tuesday, and ATO
agreed to pay an undisclosed sum of money.
repair damages to the Sig Ep propeny and
have Brown and Riley apologize to the Sig
Ep fmtemity.
A police investigation is still pending.
ATO President David Perlow declined to
comment.
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Public Re..UON S1Udent Society of America

2002 Professionals' Dinner
FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

Wedne1day, March 13• ~C11rri1 Cen..r lallraom
Netwarktng 5:30 p.m. Dinner 6 p.m.
Tickets ~ $8.00 In Advance $10.00 At Th• Door

WALK-INS ONLY!

Tickets on sale NOW in the JMC office!

" - - - 801 Paramount Dr. • 753-0418---1

• Tan in any of our 15 beds for JUSt $1 .00
• Tan all month long & get I month for half-price.

Deadline for advertising is
every Monday at 5 p.m.

Warn.t iff2 ~@ .A ta~ Rai?
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C t:mo.m. W:e'll Pa)[.You.
Let's face it. Sometimes collecting the generous amount of money
offered for subjects in research isn't as simple as cashing a check .
T here are groups to protect people from this type of experim entation,
but college students often seem all too eager to sacrifice themselves
· for the almighty dollar. Just be careful not to trip over the strings
that may be attached to that glorious sum o f d oug h.

Ask questio ns! -fm ink before you pa rticipate.
@ Find out what the risks are.
@ You have every right to know what will hap pen

to you.
@ N o one can force you to take p art in a study.
@

N o one can stop you from leaving the study
AT ANY TIME.

@ You should know how your confidentiality will

be protected.
@ The high er the p ay, th e higher the risk.
@ Will your insurance cover the injuries that arc a

result of research pa.rtidp ation?
@ If you don't have insurance, who will p ay if

you arc injured ?
@ Participation in any research study is ALWAYS
voluntary.
@ Get contact i nfo rmation for the person in charge

of the research. They should be able to answer
all of your questions.

This announcement is brought to you by the Muttqy State Vnivcl"Sity
Institutional Review BoateL whose main concern is yout wel~re.
270.762.2916
http: // campus.murmystnrc.cdu/ administ/irb/ msu_irb_home_page.htm

sunday
at the
RSEC
Doors at Concourse B
open at 3:30 p.m.
FREE T·SHIRTS TO THE
1st 100 MSU STUDENTS!
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Empty Bowls fill others

Food ~rvice~ officials f~rm
committee to Improve options

a~ th~ Natio~al

BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

In an effort to aid the community. the Murray State
University Nutrition Association. along with advanced
ceramics classes. raised
money by sponsormg an
Empty Bowls project.
Approximately 100 people
attended the event. and
roughly $ 1,000 was raised
for Need Line. said Kathy
Timmons. visiting assistant
professor
of
Nutrition
Dietetics a nd Food Management in the department of
Wellness and Therapeutic
Sciences.
"We thought it turned out
great for the first ttme; we
were very pleased," Timmons said.
Empty Bowls is a fund
miser that. according to the
Empty Bowls' Web site,
began in 1990 at a Michigan
high school. T he project
involves selling ceramic
bowls to the public and then
providing soup and bread for
a meal.
The idea came to Murray
State when members of the
Murray State Nutrition
Association heard about the

progr?m
Amencan D1etet1cs Association Co nference, said Kim
Webb, president of the Murray State Nutrition Association.
Donations from the community aided the project.
Murray State ceramtcs classes donated clay-thrown.
kiln-fired, glazed ceramic
bowls. said Damon Harris. a
senior ceramics studt:nt from
Metropolis. Ill.
Donations also came from
local businesses: Fifteenth &
Olive. Sirloin Stockade.
Martha's. Big Apple. Tom's
Grille. Dumplins. An Elegant Affair. Cracker Barrel
and Wal-mart.
" We had more than we
needed . . so we donated
some of the leftover soup to
Need Line." Timmons sa1d
Need Line. a ssociated
with the United Way. is an
emergency food and shelter
agency that provides the
necessities of life to lhose in
need. Need Line is dependent upon community donations, said Tonia Casey.
executive director. It was
founded in 1974 and serve!.
the Murray/Calloway County area.

BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

Chandra Field/The News

Sherrie Daniel, senior from Troy, Ill., drinks soup
from a cer amic bowl at Empty Bowls Thesday.

Stude nts are being given a chance to
improve me nu selection at Winslow Dining
Hall and Fast Track.
A committee is being formed to examine the
c urrent d ining options and obtain a broader
cross section of student food preferences. said
U nda Hollingsworth. W inslow Dining Hall
manager.
"By having students that would come, we
could review past menus and evaluate future
me nus and gain their input at a po int when we
(Food Services) are stiJl in the planning
stages," Hollingsworth said.
The idea for the committee came after two
students. Erin Richards, sophomore fro m St.
Louis, a nd Amy Bridges. senior from
Louisville. discussed ideas for bettering
W inslow ·s service. Hollingsworth said.
While not a ll of Richards' and Bridges' suggestions have been used, certain menu ideas
have been implemented to accommodate students. Hollingsworth said.
T he two studen ts' concerns included
increased selection in the salad bar. less fried
food and a larger variety of foods. Bridges
said.
While taking suggestions from students.
Ho llingsworth said she tried to note student
trends in food preference.
"In the menu planning process, you are taking into account a multiplicity of factors, and
the one input I am looking for is student food

trends," Hollingsworth said.
Currently, Food Services marks trends in
studem preferences and balances those against
management factors. Ho llingsworth said.
"It· s (the suggestions) a very personal thing,
and so what we are looking for is just what
kind of trends do we see that a lot of people are
wanting," Holl ingsworth said.
Because o f the wide variety of restaurants
available, student taste favors a variety of ethnic foods. a step away from the stereotypical
college preference~. Hollingsworth said.
"There's an exposure there to more ethnic
foods," Hollingsworth said. "Student tastes
are. 1 would '\ay, more sophisticated again
because of being exposed to different foods in
re:.taurants."
Suggestions also will be taken for improvements to Fast Track. The goal of menu selection at Fast Track is to keep the long-term student favorites while providing new items.
Hollingsworth said.
Although the committee will have more
direct influence on Winslow and Fast Truck.
ideas proposed by the committee might be
used e lsewhere. said Bill Bcnriter, Food Services director.
''I think the cornmiuee has an opportunity
for improvement in other areas of Food Service,'' Benritcr said.
The first menu committee meeting is scheduled for I p.m. March 15 in Winslow Dining
Hall. Anyone interested in joining should contnct Hollingsworth al 762-2694 or attend the
meeting.

Watch for the Spring Tab!
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Coming on April 5 .
The corr1plete Internship guide.
Deadline for advertising is
March 25.

$2;2t!padt (.60 Off)

VIrginia slims
$1.29 (.60 off)

Call 4478 to place an ad.

Healthy Tan?
"CA$H IN A FIA$H''

Absolutely!
Rnd no more messy
applications of sunless
tanning lotion!

Loans On Anything Of Value

We Tote The Note Auto Sales

The Healthy Tan Airbrush System
We simply Airbrush this FDA approued product which
tal<es only minutes. Within three to fiue hours, the
sl<in will haue a perfectly euen, natural tan
appearance. Couer tan lines, scars or uneuen
pigmentation for those special euents or just sport a
safe, darl< tan all year long!

Located at:

HHIR GRRFIKS

116 s. 5th st. on the court square
Call for an appointment!

Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's • Coins
Car Stereos • Musical Equipxnent • Jewelry
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • VCR's
Horne Stereos • Micro\vaves • Catncorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a.m. - 7:30p.m.
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75 J- 9942

Relax in Ha~ waii and be back to
class in one hour!
Yes. you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu. Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropical-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the best massage. So. you will never have to
be behind :-.pa or beauty shop customers.

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Margaret at 767-0045.

VIDEO GOLD
(B~hir~~c::l

._.c::.rc::l~~~)

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs & VIDEO GAMES •
• RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs & GAMES •

IWI!iU

T~NNIN& !iPECI~L

15 VISITS •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••• ~~.$30
25% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30
Past Lowe's on 12 1 North at Country Square • Murray

759-4944

P.S. • Beautiful Valentine's Day Gift Certificates Available NOW!

1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY
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This Week
•Exam- CLEP, 8
a.m.. Ordway Hall
lobby.
•Diversity DinnerBaha'i Student Association, 7:30 p.m .•
Curris Center third
floor.
•Cinema International- "Solas," 7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater.
•Pool Party- 8 to 10
p.m .• Carr Health .

•saturday
•Cinema International- "Solas," 7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater.

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR: EMILY BlACK
AssiSTANT CoUfGE LIFE EDITOR: ScoTT GIBSON
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Adams takes home pageant crown
BY EMILY BLACK

Kentucky program after a friend told her about a sim-

COUEGE IJFE EooOJt

ilar program in Aorida.

The Ms. Wheelchair Kentucky competition may
not be as well-known as the Ms. America pageant,
but to those who compete for the title. it is even more
important.
That is something Murray State student Bethaney
Adams, senior from Bowling Green. knows all about
On Feb. 23 Adams was named winner of the Ms.
Wheelchair Kentucky competition in Louisville.
''It is just an honor within itself," Adams said. "I
get the privilege of having this title. It means a lot."
According to the Web site, mswheelchairamerica.com, Ms. Wheelchair Kentucky is a competition
open to women who are citizens of the state of Kentucky. are between the ages of 21 and 60 and utilize a
wheelchair for daily mobility.
Adams said she discovered the Ms. Wheelchair

"She told me about this program. and I thought it
wa'> an interesting idea." Adams said. "I decided to
search the Internet to see if there was anything similar in Kentucky, found the Web site, and e-mailed my
information in."
Adams said contestants in the Ms. Wheelchair
Kentucky compete in personal interviews, platform
speech presentations and stage interviews before a
panel of three judge~. Adams said contestants were
judged based on their accomplishments, activities and
how well they have dealt with their disabilities.
"This is not at all a beauty pageant, although we
were judged on how we presented ourseh·es," Adams
said. "You couldn'tjust come in off the street in jeans
and win."
Adams said she has used a wheelchair for mobility
since she was in kindergarten because of spina bifida.

Spina bifida is an incomplete closure in the spinal
column. It is a congenital di~order that occurs when
one or more vertebrae do not develop properly from
the neural tube and is usually an isolated binh defect.
Spina bifida affects one out of every 1.000 infants
born in the United States.
"She really deserves this (award)," Lissa Braddock. senior from Sturgis. said. "She has worked so
hard and perservered over her disability. She is getting ready to graduate, and she has a job. She· s made
it through things that people without disabilities have
trouble handling."
Although Adams has been forced to deal with this
disability all her life. she has never let it stop her from
doing what she wants.
"She doesn' t let anything get in her way," Braddock said. "I remember during our freshman year
when we were first moving in. and she was out doing
everything with everybody el~;e and never thought

twice about it."
Adams said she plans to use her title to teaeh others about dealing with disabilities and serve as a
advocate for the disabled.
"I will have a lot of opponunities to speak in classes and be an advocate," Adams said "I am thinking
about speaking at the opening ceremoni~ of the Special Olympics in Murray. I want to make people
aware.''
·
Adams said winning this title also would help her
with her plans to work in therapeutics when she graduntes.
"I want to work with small children with disabilities," Adams said "I want to be a role model and let
the kids know that they can do anything they want."
Adams said she hopes to change people's perceptions about those with disabilities.
Said Adams: "1 really want to change the world,
but one person can't do that alone.''

Bowling rolls gutter ball with students
BY KYSER LOUGH
STAFf WRITER

•sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a.m.•
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•RecitalSenior
recital. 2 p.m .• Farrell
Recital Hall. Free
admission.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

• monday
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting. 5 p.m.• Curcis Center Barkley
Room.
•Fund raiser- Pina
pany for Alpha Omicron Pi Relay for Life
team, 5 to 9 p.m .• Mr.
Gatti's.

• tuesday
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m..
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Recital- Guest artist
recital. 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

Intramural bowling has failed to pick up spare par·
ticipants during the past few years.
This season, only six residential college teams
signed up to participate. and one team had tO drop out
because of a lack of players.
"When the Curris Center fitness center was still
just a bowling alley, intramurals were easy to run,
and we had lots of people come out," said Alison
Epperson. director of Intercollegiate Sports and
Recreation.
Once the Curris Center bowling lanes were convened to a fitness center, intramural bowling was
moved to Corvette Lanes, a local bowling alley.
Unlike the Curris Center lanes, students now bad to
pay to participate.
"When we moved over to Corvette Lanes, the fraternities dropped from the league because of the
cost." Epperson said. "Residential colleges were able
to cover the cost in their budget. so they kept bowling." ....
The off-campus site provides another dilemma
because it must cater to the general public as well.
"It's harder to get the students off campus to
bowl," Epperson said. "'The closing of the Curris
Center lanes directly affected interest."
Dunng last year's season. 18 male and female
teams signed up from the res1demial colleges. By the
time the ~>eac;on ended, all but four had forfeited.
Time conflicts were the most often cited reac;on for
forfeits. Eppen;on said. Many members or the bowling teams also were involved in ba'iketball and volleyball intramurals, which cut into the bowling
schedule.
ln order to make things easter. the layout of bowling teams was changed this year. Instead of having
separate male and female teams, residential colleges
now have only onl! co-ed team. This cut down on cost
and conflict with regular bowlers at Corvette Lanes.
"When we would call in and reserve a set amount
of lanes and then have a bunch of teams forfeit, that
left a lot of lanes empty that other customers could be
using." Epperson said.
Even with the new co-ed team forn1a1., some residential colleges struggled to find enough people to
participate, .something Epperson linds frustrating.
"It's sad that some of the larger residential colleges

8Y SCOTT GIBSON

•SGA- Swdent Government Association
Senate meellng. 5
p.m. , Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m .• Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

• thursday
•Cinema International- "Shtri," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admis·
sion.
•RecitalSenior
recital. 8 p.m.• Farrell
Recital Hall. Free
admission.

Top post infonnation
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

John Scbaudt, junior from Pinkneyvllle, Katrina Miller, senior from BelleviUe, DL, and Jared Tucker, freshman from Owensboro,
keep score during one of Hester's intramural bowling games held at Corvette Lanes.
can only find one or two people interested to participate out of all the people living there," Epper..on said.
Each team bnngs two females and two males to
bowl. The intramurals work in a round robin format.
where two teams bowl against each other at a time.
The two teams are given five minutes to warm up
and then begin to bowl competitively. The teams
bowling against each other share two lane~. Each
player bowls three ganleS and then an average is cal-

cu1ated. The averages of each player are added up for
the final score.
Although there has been a decline in imerest. there
are still srudent~ who enjoy participating.
"It's so much fun going out there and having a
good time with everyone,'' said Jared Tucker, freshman from Owensboro.
Tucker is not an inexperienced bowler. From age 5
ro 13, he participated in various bowling leagues. so

bowling in intramurals was an obvious choice.
The future of bowling intramurals is up in the air,
Epperson said. If participation does not pick up. then
bowling intrarnurals may be cut altogether.
Tucker, for one, does not want to see that happen.
"I would definitely encourage everyone to come
out and give it a try.'' Tucker ~aid. "It doesn't matter
how good you are: we just go out there and have
fun."

Public relations society to host professional dinner
AssiSTANT

• wednesday

Jenny Hahn/ The News

Cou.roe LIFE EDITOR

The Murray State chapter of the Public Relations
Student Society of America will offer students the
chance to meet with public relations professionals and
other ma.-;s cornmuntcations professionals from
around the region.
PRSSA will hold its annual Professionals Dinner at
5:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Cunis Center Ballroom.
The purpose of the dinner is to pre.\ent !>tudents with
the opponunity to meet with professionals throughout
Kentucky and Tennessee.
''This banquet is designed to be more leisurely than
a career frur,'' said Robin Orvino-Proulx. PRSSA faculty adviser. "It's designed more to be a meet-andgreet seuing. We want this to be a valuable evening
for the students.''
PRSSA members also have mv1ted student~ from
the Umversity of Tennessee-Martin, University of
Memphis, E:L<>tern Kentucky University and Western

Kentud:y University. By bringing in students from
other universities. Murray State students have the
chance to network with their peers and make contacts
they may not have been able to make otherwise, ~d
Murray State PRSSA vice president, Grace Page,
irregular student from Trimble. Tenn.
''They are great contacts for the future," Page said.
"You never know when you 'II need a contact, and it' II
be one of the students you met at the banquet"
Along with other students. PRSSA members also
have invited more than 125 public relations. journalism, advenising and marketing professionals from
surrounding cities. Among them are representatives
from Armstrong and Associates in Eddyville, P.R.
Network in Louisville and Louisville City Government. Amy Jacobs, PRSSA national vice president,
will be the banquet's guest speaker.
Jacobs. a student at UT-Martin. is in the same position a~ many of Murray State's students, Page said.
"She's a student who will be graduating soon, and
she needs a job as well,'' Page said. "She will be here

tO speak about her experience as the national vice
president as well."
So far, there ha.c; been a low response rate from students and professionals, Orvino-Proulx said.
"It ha'> become more and more difficult to attract
professionals from public relations and other fields to
meet with the students," Orvino-Proulx said. "Murray
is just in a bad location. Not many people want to
drive all the way out here."
Despite the projected low turnout, students are
encouraged to attend. Students still will be able to talk
with the other students and professionals that do
attend and find out what jobs are available.
"Even if they're not hiring, it still gives students an
idea of what the companies are expccung,'' Page said.
"Students can make contact'> for their furures. which
can be very important If these places aren't hiring
right now. they may be in the future. and they'll know
how to get in touch with our students."
The evening also is designed to allow the professionals to learn from the students. While the students

gain valuable insight into the professional world, the
representatives of the agencies attending will possibly
get fresh, new ideas from the students, Page ..;aid.
Next year. Orvino-Proulx said she would like to
have an information session with :;tudents and professionals in Louisville.
"We'll take a couple of days and travel to the city
and meet with them." Orvino-Proubt said. ''That way
we can expose the students to the big city aunosphere,
and the professionals don't have to leave the city."
At this year's banquet. the journalism and ma<;s
communications department will have copies of the
senior view book available to the professionals nnending. Each book contains photographs and a brief summary of each student's media experience. Srudents
also are encouraged to bring resumes and portfolios.
Advance tickets for the banquet are $8 for studenL~.
$10 for professionals. Tickets at the door also are $10.
For more information or tickets, phone 762-3923 or
visit the journalism and mass communications office
in Wilson Hall room J 14.
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• mUSIC

1. Jennifer Lopez- "1 to Tha
L-0! The Remixes"
BY K YSER LO UGH
2. L inkin Park - "(Hybrid
STAFF WRITER
Theory)"
3. Alan Jackson - "Drive"
Everyone who comes to the Carr Health pool
4. Kirk Franklin - "The tonight is guaranteed to get ..lei d."
Rebirth of Kirk Franklin"
The Richmond Residential College Council is
S. Ludacris - "Word of Mouf' sponsoring a pool party tonight at the Carr

1. We Were Soldiers
Mel Gibson
2. 40 Days and 40 Nights
Starring Josh Hartnett
3. John Q.
Starring Denzel Washington
4. Dragonfly
Starring Kevin Costner
5. Return To Neverland
Featuring the voice of Blayne
Weaver
Starri~g

March 8, 1001

splashes up fUn

TopFive

Source: Associated Press
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Health pool from 8 to I 0 p.m. as part of the
"Unpack Your Suitcase'' program.
The party is Hawaiian-themed and will feature
numerous activities relating to the theme.
"We will be having a limbo contest with prizes
for first and second place," said Richmond College President Mark Marino, senior from St.
louis.
The first-place award for limbo will be a free
pizza from Pizza Hut and movie rental from
Movie World in Murray. Second place will get a
free movie rental.
Judges for the limbo contest will be Kris Gessner, junior from Louisville, and Bethany

McAlpine, junior from Marion, nJ .
Richmond RCC members plan to have lots of
pool toys available ro play with.
"We will have kickboards, fun-noodles and a
bunch of other pool toys there." Gessner said.
There will be volleyballs available to hit
around. but no net for an actual volleyball game,
said Marino.
Throughout the evening. music will be played .
Marino said the type of music played will be a
mixture of modem. popular tunes. including Foo
Fighters. and possibly some Britney Spears.
During the pool party. students will have full
use of the pool facilities.
"You have to bring your own swimsuit and
towels," Marino said. "And please guys. no
Speedos."
ln keeping with the Hawaiian theme. students
are encouraged to dress Hawaiian style. A
Hawaiian shirt, grass skirt or anything else
Hawaiian would be appropriate.

The event is free to all students, and everyone
is encouraged to attend.
''Basically. we just want people to come out
nnd play. dress Hawaiian and have a great time."
Gessner said.
The pool party idea h& been in the works for
a long time and is something the Richmond College RCC members have thought about doing
before.
..We've wanted to do thi~ for a while. and once
we started planning for the 'Unpack Your Suitcase' ·weekend. it just fit," Marino said.
Marino said the big reason for the pool party is
that it is not done every day.
"I don'tthink it's been done that often, and we
wanted to give students something different to
do this weekend," Marino said.
Along with the pool party tonight. the Richmond College RCC is also sponsoring Ultimate
Frisbee tomorrow at 1 p.m. at the Intramural
fields.

Source: Associated Press

Road Trip
So you crammed aU week•
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation. gas money and the sheer.
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Saturdays - Stop by and
catch area bands such as 3rd
Degree at 9 tonight and Rubber Soul at 9 p.m. on Saturday.

•1hour drive
Paducah - Head to Winners
Bar & Grill and catch Hoosier
Daddy's show at 9 p.m. on
Saturday. Admission ts $5 for
ages 2 1 or older and $8 for
those ages 18 to 20. Admission price is for a food buffet.

• 2 hour drive

• books
1. John Grisham - "The Summons"
2. John Grisham- "A Painted
House''
3. James Patterson - "1st to
Die"
4. Phillip C. McGraw - "Self
Matters"
5. Ann-Marie MacDonald "Fall On Your Knees"
Source: Associated Press

•web site of the week
www.savethatshow.com
Are you a big fan of '"Love
Cruise," "According To Jim"
or "Small ville?" Then visit this
Web site and help save them
from extinction.

Mayer makes room for squares
BY ScoTT

G I BSON

ASSISTANT COllEGE liFE EDITOR

Atlanta native John Mayer is
that guy. He' s the up-and-coming artist of whom everyone
thinks no one else has heard.
With a raspy voice reminiscent
of Dave Matthews or Jakob
Dylan and an acoustic guitar to
boot, Mayer has made a big
impression on fans and critics
alike. Mayer built a decent fan
base and developed his own
unique folk-pop style by playing
coffeehouses all over Georgia

and the rest of the Southeast.
His major-label debut. "Room
for Squares.'' suggests Mayer
may not be the coolest person in
the room. but he is there and
ready to make a name for himself. With his raw talent. not just
the ability to dance and sing
against a backbeat, Mayer has
nothing but potential.
A slight change from his independent release of the same
name. the Sony release of
"Room for Squares" offers a
more electric sound. Instead of a
simple acoustic guitar and few
bucking instruments, the new

album brings along an entire
string section and then some.
Mayer's songwriting ability is
impeccable. By writing about
personal moments in his life and
things that are close to him,
Mayer is able to reach out to his
fans and relate to them in an
unbelievable way. Throw in producer John Alagia (Dave
Matthews Band. Ben Folds
Five), and you have un album
that still supports Mayer's talent
and ability.
Mayhe the most memorable of
his songs is "Your Body is a
Wonderland." This heart-felt

song is about the wonders and
joys of foreplay . By offering
lyrics such as "You tell me
where to go anclffhough I might
leave to find jtJl•IJ never let your
head hit the bed/Without my
hand behind it," women will certainly come swooning.
Everything on the album is
easy to like. From the opening
realization of his own abilities
("No Such Thing") to the closing
song ("St. Patrick's Day"),
which ironically is about not
wanting to end, Mayer seems
older and wiser than his days.

Grade: A

Nashville - If you want to see
the guy behind the hit song
''I'll Be" then head to
Nashville
when
Edwin
McCain plays at 9 p.m. at the
Exit In. Tickets are $10.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Chicago - Check out one of
Rolling Stone's 10 Artists to
Watch when ,John Mayer
plays at 7:30 tonight and Saturday at the House of Blues.
Tickets are $17.50.

'

The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to congratulate the Associate
class of Spring 2002.

Squid is the most popular
pizza topping in Japan.
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Study abroad offers German tours
BY SCO TT G IBSON
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State" students are being
offered two different programs to study
abroad in Germany this fall.
The first program is a tdp to Regensburg, Germany. sponsored by Murray
State' s Institute for International Studies. T he program offers up to 20 students the opportunity to travel to Germany and take Murray State courses.
"They take German language and
German cuhure courses from Regensburg University.'' said Fred Miller,
Regensburg exchange program director.
"Most of the courses offered are University studies courses. honors courses or
courses in business .''
Three faculty me mbers also will be
along for the trip. The faculty will have
the opportunity to teach courses at
Regensburg University. The courses
offered are all in the Murray State catalog, so there arc no transfer conflicts,
Mi ller said.
The trip is offered to any student
interested in studying German language
and culture. There are no prerequisite
German classes for students .
"They get the chance to study at a
German college without having to have
already studied German," Miller said.
All classes are taught in English. as if
they were offered at Murray State.
Unlike Murray State classes, however.
s tudents have the ability to travel
throughout Europe.
Audra Jennings, senior from Sacramento, went on the trip during the fall
semester of I 999.
"ll was a wonderful experience," Jen-

nings said. "I got the opportunity to
travel. I took trips to France. the Netherlands and the Czech Republic."
The trip does not require any prior
knowledge of the German language,
said Jennings.
" It defi netly helps, but it wusn't necessary,'' Jenning said. "So many Ger·
mans speak English, and they want the
opprotunity to speak it with you. It does
help to read signs and order food from
restaurants, though."
A fee of $2,995 covers meals, housing
and all excursions for the liS program.
Students must pay their own air fare and
regular Murray State tuition . The trip
takes place from Aug. 28 to Dec. I I .
There will be an informational meeting at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the Woods Hall
lobby. Students can learn more about
the courses available. housing, meals
and travel within Germany. Applications for the program also will be available.
The Kentucky Institute for Jnternutional S tudies is offering a similar program in Germany. This semester-long
trip to Regensburg is only offered to students studying advanced German . The
program gives up to 10 student~ the
chance to study at a German college
with German-speaking professors.
"'The program is designed for
advanced German students with a minimum of two years of German completed." said Milton Grimes, KIIS executive
director. "In Germany. the litudents will
be enr~lled in courses taught by native
9ermans. All courses will be taught in
German."
While in Regensburg. the students
wiU be living with host fami lies. Only

jenny Hahn/The News

Susan Hatcher, sophomore from Frankfort, Scott Morgan, former student from Louisvllle, and Jessica Higdon, sophomore
from Fancy Farm, take part in a Thanksgiving celebration held for students while studying abroad In Germany.
one student can live with a family at a
time.
"The student.'> will live with host families and eat, interact and speak German
with them," Grimes said , " Basically.
they will be a part of that family ."
During the week, students can take up
to fi ve classes, equaling 15 credit hours.
Much like the US program. the students'
credits are Murray Stale credits.
On the wce.kends, students are free to
do what they please. They can plan their
own si~htseeing trips, or they can plan

something with their host families, said
Nancy Martin , KIIS coordinator.
..They become part of the family,''
Martin said . "During the weekends. the
students can plan things to do with the
fam ilies they are s taying wilh ."
There also will be a week-long fall
break when students can travel anywhere they want.
The c ost for the trip is $5,400, which
covers almost everything but one meal
per day. personal expenses and any
independent travel, Grimes said .

''It covers the round-trip airplane tickets. two meals with the fnmily, enrollment fees . their excurs ions and their
international s tudent identification
curd," Grimes said. "There are smaller
things too, like the Regensburg bus
pass."
The KIIS trip takes place from Sept.
14 to Dec. 13. Interested students should
pick up an application in the KllS office
or visit www.kiis.org for a complete
brochure and application form . The
application deadline is March 15.
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as a Doctor of Chiropractic
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employed Chiropractic physioan ..
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Tournament
timing causes
bleak out 'look'
Spring Break couldn't have come at

a worse time this year.
This will be the last Spring Break of
my college career (given that that
career isn't unexpectedly extended),
and I was expecting to spend it actually doing something other than the
things I usually do during the break,
like sleeping and ... well, sleeping.
I guess it' s my kind of luck that the
NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament
begins right before Spring Break.
One might think that I. the sports
editor of a school newspaper that covers a team that has qualified for the
tournament, would be bou ncing off the
walls in anticipation of attending one
of the biggest sports events in the
nation.
Honestly, I am. Covering the NCAA
Tournament would be the highlight of
my fledgling short journalism career.
There's a good possibility it will still
be one of the highlights of my career
when it ends, whenever that may be.
The bad thing is, the NCAA is in
complete control of whether I will be
able to cover the tournament. There is
a scheduling conflict between the tournament and the University's Spring
Break that might keep me away from
it.
'
Murray State has to be scheduled for
a Thursday game for me to be able to
go. If they play on Friday. readers of
"The Murray State News" would not
get a hard copy of game coverage until
they returned from Spring Break. By
then, everyone would have the opportunity to read about it in numerous
other publications.
I' 11 still get a
game story on our
Web site if the
Racers play Friday, bu t the coverage will be severely hindered.
O ne
might
ask why I wouldn•t go to the game
regardless of the
date. T he simple
answer is S pring
Break.
The
actual
answer is my girlfriend. We've got
j USTIN
stuff planned for
M CG ILL
the break. and
she' ll hurt me if I
''The NCAA have to cancel.
Actually, I'm
is in complete
not afraid of physcontrol of
ical harm, even
whether I will though she is
enrolled in a kickbe able to
boxing class this
semester
and
cover the
could
probably
tournament.
mop the floor with
my face if she had
, • the inclination.
'.
See, she gives "the look." There's no
way to give "the look" an accurate
description. Needless to say, I don't
like to see it. "Evil" is about as close as
1 can come to giving the look a definjtion. It's scary.
Here's the best-case scenario - Murray State gets put in the Midwest bracket and plays its first round game in St.
Louis. If that happens, I can drive to the
game myself and won't have to spend a
bunch of money to fly to somewhere
like Sacramento, Calif., or Albuquerque, N .M., two of the other first
and second-round sites. I can drive
back after the game and my ... excuse
me. OUR plans go on as scheduled.
Of course, there is one other serious
threat to that scenario. W hat jf the
Racers win?
The way they're playing right now, I
wouldn't put a first-round upset past
them If they get matched up against a
team that can't handle a team that can
shoot from the perimeter and run a
solid fast break. Murray State could
record its first NCAA Tournament win
since 1988.
Then, 1 have to stay and cover the
second round. I don't want to anger my
girlfriend, and I really do want to do
all the stuff we have planned for the
break. Still, what sports writer in his or
her r igh t mind would pass up an
opportunity to cover the NCAA Tournament? Not me.
That means I'd probably spend the
remainder of the semester getting "the
I •
look" on a da.ily, if not hourly, basis.
I •
Painful as that may be. I' II take that
I
I
chance.
I
I
So. if the Racers play on T hursday
,,I and win. and you happen to be in lhe
I
c ity they are playing in. expect to see
II
u
me running around town like a madH
man - half out of celebration, half out
r.
II
of fear.
fl
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Two Racers named to All-Tourney Team
BY

JusnN M c GILL
SPORTS EDITOR

In addition to helping
lead Murray State to the
NCAA Tournament for the
first time since 1999. senior
guard Justin Burdine and
junior center James Singleton were named to the Ohio
Valley Conference AllTournament Team. Burdine
wac; named Most Valuable
Player for his performance
in the Racers' three wins.
Burdine averaged 23 .7
pointe; per game in the tournament, shooting 50 percent (27-for-54) from the
field and 41 percent (9-for22) from 3-point range.
Burdine also averaged four
rebounds and three assists
per game.
Burdine, who is the only
Racer with NCAA Tournament experience. said his
main goal was to make sure
the other players had the
opportunity to play past the
OVC Tournament.
"I'm just playing for the
team.'' Burdine said. "I just
Ryan Brooks/The News wanted to make sure we
made the tournament.
Murray State junior center J ames Singleton, All-Tournament Team member, watches as Obio Valley Con"I didn't really expect all
ference Commissioner Dan Beebe shakes bands with senior guard Justin Burdine. Burdine was named the that. That's just extra stuff.
Most Valuable Player of the OVC Tournament after the Racers 70-69 "in Saturday over Tennessee Tech. though. These guys get to

go to the tournament, and l
get to go -again. That ' s
what•s special to me."
Singleton, playing in his
first Division I season following a two-year career in
junior college, averaged
15.7 points and a tournament-high 14 rebounds per
game. Singleton also added
three blocks and two steals
per game.
Murray State Head Coach
Tevester Anderson said
after the Racers' win Saturday in Louisville that he felt
Singleton had been overlooked by the media and
other coaches in the conference
when
Tennessee
Tech's Damien Kinloch
was named OVC Newcomer of the Year. Singleton
said the tournament gave
him the opportunity to
showcase his ability.
" I just wanted to come to
the league and prove
myself," Singleton said. " I
wanted to show everyone
that I'm more than a defensive player.''
Rounding out the fivemember All-Tournament
team were Kinloch. TTU's
Joey Westmoreland and
Au~tin Peay' s Nick Stapleton.

Alexander shows school pride in Louisville
BY CHRIS

JUNG

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

On Saturday, the Murray State Racers
earned their Ohio Valley Conference
best 11th appearance in the NCAA Tournament's 65-team fie ld. T hrough the
years, MSU has established itself as a
basketball powerhouse with numerous
conference championships and consistent success.
MSU also has established one of the
most loyal fan followings in college basketball. and this year's OVC Tournament
in Louisville saw Racenupporters out in
full force yet again.
While the average fan is normally
decked out in blue and gold gear complete with pompoms and face paint, one
of MSU's biggest fanatics tends to dress
in a more professional manner. Even
though his support might not be worn on
his sleeve, F. King Alexander's loyalties
cannot be questioned.
Since his introduction as Murray
State's president in September. Alexander has had a full plate. His daily agenda
is ftlled with meetings, phone calls and
decisions that will ultimately have some
effect on MSU students; however. on
Thursday and Saturday nights, Alexander sets aside time to attend every men's
and women •s basketball game.
"Athletics is part of what a comprehensive university does," A lexander
said. "It gives us great visibility for student recruitment. It gives us great visibility for facu lty recruitment, and it's
part of supporting our student-athletes at
all levels."
Alexander said athletics is one component of the University's formula that garnered it the title of one of the top 20 public universities in the South by "U.S.
News and World Report."
''l f you're going to be a good university. a good comprehensive university in

the United States. you need to have a
comprehensive and good athletic program." Alexander said. "It' s part of what
we do. It's part of what Harvard does.
It's part of what Berkeley does. It's pan
of what Murray State does. We're committed to it. as long as they' re committed
to the participatory aspec ts of athletics.
we are as well."
The OVC Tournament's move. from
the Gaylord Entertainment Center in
Nashville, Tenn., to the Convention Center in Louisville gave many more MSU
alumni a chance to check out their alma
mater in action.
" We have 3.000 alumni in J e fferson
County." Alexander said ...We' ve got 26
high schools in Jeffer!.on County and
these are all high schools that we be lieve
have top quality students and studentathletes. Athletics is a part of what we
do. and I don't want to elevate it above
everything else. but it's one of the many
things that we do in order to allow the
community to interact with part of the
state and with the rest of the region. This
is great. because it gives us an opportunity here to make ourselves known in
Louisville."
MSU Athletics Director E.W. Dennison said he has seen Alexander's s upport
and applauds his efforts.
"I couldn't be happier to have him as
our president." Dennison said. "He has
been so supportive since he' s been here
and really seem~ to want to take athletics
here at Murray to the next level."
Dennison also recognized that athletics is not Alexander's only worry.
"He understands that we're an academic institution , not an athletic one."
Dennison said. " But. he knows that athletics are an important component of a
university."
Alexander's actions as a fan are not
simply because of obligation. In fact,
Alexander has a unique perspective on

the game of basketball.
" I actually played basketball," Alexander said with a soft voice. " I was a pretty pathetic small -college basketball player at St. Lawrence University in New
Yo rk. So I really know how much time
these players put into it. What I appreciate about, basketball, in particular. is
probably what most o ther people do not.
I apprec iate the camaraderie of the team.
the adversity yo u have to overcome as a
unit, as a team."
With Saturday's championship game
televi sed on ESPN2. Alexander was
excited about the exposure, b ut disappo inted with the angles.

"I wish we had the cameras facing us.
But you know why they didn't?"
Alexander asked. "They anticipated
Morehead beating us. They thought that
other side would be full with Tennes~ee
Tech and Morehead State fans . That just
goes to show you ~houldn ' t count out the
Racers ... never count us out."
Alexander is already gearing up for
another road trip as MSU prepares for its
fir~t-round game in the NCAA Tournament.
"I don ' t think I'll do the body paint or
the shaved head or anything like that,"
Alexander said laughing. ..But I'll certainly be there in support of what we do."

Ryan Brooks/The News

Murray State University Presiden t F. King Alexander (fa r r lghr) a nd former University Presiden t Kern Alexander watch intently d uring t he last
minu te of the Racers• 70-69 win Saturday over Tennessee Tech in tbe
O hio Valley Conference Tou r nament.

Women's basketball fails to get over 'hump' this year
Bv CHRIS JuNG
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Bowing out in the first round of the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
to top seed Eastern Kentucky 76-59.
the 2002 Murray State women's basketball team (11-17 ) ended its
rollercoaster season. Looking at the
final record. one would probably
assume the season was a disappointment; however, the losses did not
always serve this year' s squad justice.
"It just doesn't feel like we ever
got over that hump," Head Coach
Eddie Fields said "We had some
areas that we could' ve done better in,
but our defense wa~ good down the
stretch."
Murray State wac; never able to
find consistency in its play. At times.
the Racers rehed on the freshmen and
sophomores of the team to carry it.
"For a while. our youth was carrying the load," Fields said. "Our
inconsistency wa~ difficult for us all
year, and it was frustrating watching
our offense change on a night-in,
night-out basis."
Out of the II MSU victories. five
came against OVC opponents. The
Racers were 6-5 at the Regional Spe-

cial Events Center, 3-11 on the road
and 2-1 at neutral sites.
Individually. senior forward Susan
Tackett was the leading scorer for
MSU with nearly 13 points per game
and held the season high for points
with 28.
Senior center Denise McDonald
was the team's leading rebounder.
pulling down 8.4 rebounds per game.
McDonald also was third in scoring
with 9.8 points per game and had five
double-doubles.
Senior guard Eniko Verebes was
the assist leader for MSU. averaging
five per game. Her season high of II
assists came against Gardner Webb.
"We're losing some good kids,"
Fields said. "But I think we're going
to add some things and some players
that will help us.''
Freshman guard Rebecca Remington was the 2002 OVC Freshman of
the Year and was one of the underclassmen who carried thi~> year' :.
squad. Remington wa.. second on the
ream in scoring. averaging 10.5
points per game, and second in
rebounding with 4.7 boards per
game.
"Our team had a lot of potential,"
Remington srud. "We just couldn't
end the games. We had v.hat we

needed. but we could just never put it
all together."
Remin~:,'ton' s freshman counterpart,
guard Bnttany Park. al~ was selected
to the OVC All-Freshman team and
wao; another );trong contributor for the
team. Park. who struggled later in the
year, finished fourth in sconng with
8.3 points per game and finished the
year with 50 3-pointers. This freshman duo, along With the rest of the
squad. produced some memorable
moments throughout the year.
'"The win over Eastern Kentucky
was a big one for us," Fields said.
..It's tough for any team to go into
their place and get a win. The win
over Austin Peay (OVC Tournament
champion) was another good one for
us. We were right there with teams
like Peay and {Tennes!<oee Tech) all
year. Overall, I think the improvement of a lot of the girls wa' the most
positive area for us."
The three-game winning streak for
MSU in early JanuaJ) was its only
winning streak of the year. In that
span, the Racers defeated Savannah
State, Gardner-Webb ami OVC-rival
Tennessee State. Howe\·er, a fh·egame lo),ing streak would follow , all
in conference game:..
"I think it carne down to the little

things for us,'' Fields said. "It's one
rebound, it's one loose baJI, it' s taking
charges. Fundamental breakdowns
and ~ntal mistakes hurt us more then
anything. It was also a matter of us not
understanding what needed to be done
w~n it needed to be done."
Murray State al!)() faltered when its
~hooting percentage declined. Early
in the year. the women' s team gained
national recognition for it5. 3-point
shooting percentage. In its game
against Gardner Webb, MSU
knocked down 14 3-pointers. a
school record in a game. For the season, the ~quad also set the record for
3-poimers made. However, it was
when the team started missing shots
that things seemed to go wrong.
"I said it all year,'' Fields said.
"You live and you die by Lhat jump
shot. In order to hi! successful, you
have to have a strongc:r post game
and you have to be a good rebounding team. We improved at both, but it
just vias never where it needed to be."
This year' s team also had to deal
with an ongoing problem with women's sports in general - aucndance.
For the year, the Regional Special
Events Center averaged about 526
fans per women's game, compared to
1.067 per game on the road. While

Fields takes the majority of the
responsibility for not getting more
fans in the stands. he realizes that
there is only so much he can do.
"If it were up to me. everyone in
Murray would be there," Fields said.
"But women's sports in general is
still fighting that battle. lf you watch
other women's games on television,
they are experiencing the same situation. But it's our job to try and continue to put a quality product on the
floor in order to get people to come
out and watch."
Nov. that this season is over. Fields
will go back to the drawing board and
look to improve next year's team.
With two returning starters and a
strong recruiting class. the 2002-03
team already appears stronger.
··we' ve got a great nucleus for
next year," Fields said. ··The new
girls coming in will make us a more
athletic team. The biggest thing for
next year's team will be to develop a
better inside-out-;ide game. I think
we' ll be a\ big a-; we' ve ever been."
Next year's team looks to be bigger, stronger and more athletic.
"We have a good ba.-;e of returning
players,'' Remington said. " I really
believe that anything could happen
next year.''
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ustin Burdine,

ette Steen
Justin Burdine
a Annette Steen
e in this week's
cer SportLight
Burdine, senior
guard for the
.men's basketball
team, avera~
23.7 points per
game during the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament and was
named the tournament's Most
Valuable Player.
Burdine scored
a game-high 21
points in the Racers' 7()..69 c.hampionshi~game victory Saturday

over Tennessee

~edl.

Steen, junior on
the women's tennis team, won
both of her singles matches at
St. Louis Univer..
sity last weekend,
defeating Rebecca
Stear of SLU 6-2,
6-1 and Ball
State's l<aia Sulli·
van 4-6, 6-0, 6-4.

Fastfact
On March 1_.,
1991, Richmond
University
became the first
No. 15 seed to
win a firstround NCAA
Tournament
game, defeating
No.2 Syracuse
Univ~rsity 73·69
in College Park,
Md. The Spiders
shot 61 percent
from the field in
the first half en
route to the
upset.
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MurTay State to compete in,
host NCAA rifle championships
After firing an aggregate score of
6168 in the qualifying round, the rifle
team will participate in the 2002
NCAA rifle championships to be
hosted by Murray. The championships are scheduled to begin
Wednesday.
Sophomore Morgan Hicks and
freshman Robert Purdy will lead
MSU, which qualified last in the
smallbore competition out of the participating teams and fifth in the air
rifle portion. Hicks finished sixth in
smallbore, qualifying with an 1175,
and eighth in air rifle with a 391.
Purdy finished sixth in air rifle with
a 392.
MSU returns to the NCAAs for the
second consecutive year and will
compete against teams from West
Virginia, Xavier, Kentucky, U.S.
Naval Academy and defending
champion Alaska-Fairbanks. Last
year, MSU finished fifth in the finals
with an aggregate score of 6143. The
team has not won a national title
since 1987.

Fans ca.n watch pairings show
Sunday with basketball team
On Sunday, the Racers and the
MSU athletics department will host

Austin Peay

5-2

Morehead State

3-2
5-6

UT-Martin
Eastern Illinois

Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Southeast Missouri

Racer Athletic
Schedule

OVC Baseball
Schedule

OVC Baseball
Standings

Tennessee Tech

the 2002 NCAA Pairings Party at the ing the three-game series a nd continRegional Special Events Center. The ue to struggle at the plate. Junior first
party will feature activities, highlight baseman Brett McCutchan accounted
films and other moments from this for a portion of the MSU offense,
going 2-for-9 for the series with two
season.
The selection show, hosted by CBS, runs and three RBis. Junior center
will begin at approximately 5 p.m. fielder Gamer Byars had a p roductive
and will reveal where and when each weekend by going 3-for-8 at the plate
team will play in this year's NCAA with two runs scored and one RBI.
On Friday, the 'Breds attempted to
Tournament. The doors at Concourse
make
a comeback when freshman
B will open at 3:30 p.m., and the first
100 students will receive free T- third baseman Alex Stewart singled
shirts. All students, faculty, staff and and scored in the ninth inning to cut
members of the community are the Tigers' lead to two, but it was too
little too late.
encouraged to attend.
Saturday was no better for the
CBS inquired early this week about
the possibility of transmitting a live 'Breds offense. Brandon threw a perfeed from RSEC during the selection fect game for Auburn, and MSU was
show, but a decision had not been unable to get a single runner on base.
Brandon struck out 12 batters.
made at press time.
The 2002 OVC champions will be Sophomore pitcher Jesse Rhoades (0on hand to sign autographs and will 3) kept the 'Breds in the game by
comment on their placement after going 6 1I 3 innings and allowing
three earned runs.
the selection show is complete.
In the series finale Sunday, the
'Breds
used a first-inning home run
'Breds offense sputters in
by McCutchan to take an early 2-0
series loss to Auburn Tigers
lead but were unable to produce any
The Thoroughbreds were dominat- more offense. Sophomore pitcher
ed for the majority of the weekend Bart Peach (0-1) lasted three innings
and swept by the Auburn Tigers S-3, and gave up six earned runs for the
9-0, 12-2. Auburn's Eric Brandon loss.
pitched the first perfect game in AU
The Thoroughbreds host Bowling
Green State in a three-game series
history on Saturday.
The 'Breds were only able to come beginning with a doubleheader at
up with seven hits and five runs dur- noon Saturday.

2-5

_
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2-7

1-4
1-5

Mar. 9
Akron Ill Eastern Kentucky (OH~ It • m.
Mount SL Mary'• Iii Morebt\1d SwtdOII).
noon

BowUng Crffft Sr.t11 0 Muruv St~ l<! (OH),
n\"'n
llhnoi...c:ho<..,p;uOIJr·Marhn (011), 2 p.m
E.>stem Ubnoos e ~uth<m Mosso>!.loppL
lpm.
!iEMO.Memphi..,lpm
Middle Tm"""*"' .TCMeiU<' T«h. 2 p.m.

Auollin !'way Ol'lorkU. J p m

B~!K'b•ll

Saturday lis. Bowling Gr!.'en State,
nO<.J(I

Me-n's Tennis
Saturday vs. F.a.,h•m

Women's Coif

Rifle
Thursday ·Sotturdo~y 0

NCAA <=Mm·

pioru.hips (at Murray)

SEMO 0 Mtmphls. I

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Chris fung.

Women
Oark vs. White, 6:15p.m.

Hart A v:.. Hart B. 7 p.m .•
Regenls v5. Springer, 7:45p.m.

MM. IO
Akron 0 Wlml Kmlud.y, II • m.
Mount St. MMy't e Mon:hra.i SU!e, 11 iUl\.

Richmond v ... Elizabeth. 8:30 p.m.
Springer vs. Heier, 9:15p.m.
Rlclunond vs. Regents. 10 p m.

r.m.

nu•
APSU 77
CM:hl""-1
.UIOJ

nun

SEM056
........ 11
fJSU 82
APSU 72

ur....,..•

.... ,

w-n'tS.:..

OW: CA_,.,rrttr

APSU85
tnU83

~==:....,..
~71(GTJ

~77
if1U 17

Franklin vs. Regents, 8:30
1-Llrt vs. Elizabeth. 9:15p.m
Franklin vs. Richmond, 10 p.m.

llltnoL~.

M1NIIald75

....... 7.

Men
Mar. 11
Richmond vs. White, 6:15 p.m.
Clark Vb. Hart 7 p.m
Hester vs. Elizabelh, 7:45

Sunday 0 Peggy Krrk ~lllnvtta·
tiunal (at Wlnt~r SpnnKS. Fla.), T8A

ll a .m.
Sund.ty v~. Wesrem Kentucky,
I p.m.
Tuesday VI>. Samford, 2;30 p.m.

Th e men's golf team began the
spring portion of its season by tying
for eighth place in this year's TriState Classic. The Pickwick, Tenn.,
tournament contained a 13-team
field featuring several Ohio Valley
Conference schools, as well as other
regional teams.
As a team, MSU shot a 613 in the
36-.hole event and was led by junior
Brandon Henson, who shot a tworound score of 77-74-151 and fin·
ished tied for 16th in the tournament.
Senior Matt Stark finished tied for
20th, shooting 78-74-152, while
senior Alex Sundsten shot a 78-75153 to finish tied for 26th.
Tennessee Tech won the event by
shooting a 591, 22 strokes ahead of
the Racers. Morehead State and Tennessee-Martin followed closely
behind.
The golf team returns to action
March 16 and 17 in Ft. Myers, Fla., at
the Florida Gulf Coast Grandezza
Intercollegiate.

Residen tial CoUege

Wedneday v~~o Sou them Indiana,

2p.m.

Men's golf team finishes
Tri-State Classic tied for eighth

Intramural Volleyball
Schedule

Women's Tennis

Saturday vs Ea~tcm lllinols. 2 p.m.
Sunday vs. W.esttm Kt"OII.Icky,
I p.m.
Tuesday vs. Samford, 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday vs. SEMO, 2 p.m.
Thul'!lday vs. P.van~ville, 2:30p.m.

Bowllns Croen SU1r e Mumy Sllltt, I p.M.

Source: ESPN

.....
,....
...

. . . 70

,....

OM:lll..,

EIW76
.USI

Mar. lt
Lambda Chi Alpha B Vb. Alpha

nuu

Sigma Phi, 6;15 p.m.

EIU43

Pi Kappa Alpha Vb. Sigma Phi
Ep:;ilun, 7 p,m
Pi Kapp~ Alpha v>. Sigma Chi, 7;-15
p.m.
Alpha Tau Omt>ga v,, Lambda Chi
Alpha, 8:30 p.m.
Alph~ SigmA Phi 8 vs. Lambda Chi
Alpha, 9.15 p.m.
Alpha Gamma Rho v&. lambda Chi
Alpha, 10 p.m.
Sororities
Mu.ll
Sigm.~ $igma Sip,~& V5. J I009Q l'rogr.tm, 6·15 p.m.
Sprkolees vs. Alpha Sigma Alpha, 7

. ..

.....
ur...... ..

p.m.
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Applications are now available
for the following positions :
Executive Council
Pr esident
Vice President
Tr easurer
Secretary
Three Senators from each of the
following colleges:
College of Bu siness & Public Affairs
College of Edu cation
College of Health Sciences & Human Services
College of Hu manities & Fine Arts
College of Scien ce. En gineering & Technology
One Senator from the School of Agriculture
8 Senator-at-Large Positions
Applications are now available in the SGA office and are due
by Noon, March 26. The candidates meeting will be
held at 3 p.m. on March 26.

THE MURRAY
BANK OFFERS
THE LEAST
EXPENSIVE
STUDENT LOAN·
IN KENTUCKY
IT'S EASY TO APPLY. JUST ASK US!
Fee discounts, low interest
rates, and repayment incentives.
Offerd in parternership with the Student Loan People,
the experts on student loans.

~\

e ·

EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER

~~Bank
Student I.Dan Murray

---The---

The

-PeopleSM,_

A Better Way q Banking

Kentucky Higher Education Student Loon Corporation

405 S . 12th St.
Murray
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Women's tennis beats St. Louis, falls to Ball State
BY CHRIS JUNG
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After splitting matches in St.
Louis March I and 2, the Murray
State women' s tennis team completed its indoor portion of the season
dead even at 4-4.
On Murch I, the women' s squad
dropped four of the six singles
matches and two of the three doubles matches to Ball State. The two
singles victories were produced
when freshman Jennifer Ward
defeated JiU Wieman 4-6. 6-4. JO. 5
in the No. 5 singles and JUnior
Annette Steen beat Kara Sullivan 46. 6-0. 6-4. In doubles, sophomore
Melissa Spencer and senior KerryLea Glass teamed up to defeat Abbte
Hodge and Melissa Roach 9-8 for
MSU's only doubles win .
"Ball State is a very strong indoor
team," Head Coach Connie
Keasling said. "The difference
between them and us is the indoor
game versus the outdoor game."
MSU's indoor game would
improve on Saturday as the team
downed the hosts from St. Louis.
Spencer was victorious in No. I sin-

gles. defeating Vicky Zielinski 6-4,
6-4, while senior Maria Alonte won
at No. 4 singles over Melissa Cutler
7-6, 6 -3. Ward picked up a win in
the No. 5 singles over Kristen
Doyle 6-2, 6-0, and Steen won
against Julia Siemewrs 6-3. 6-1 in
the No. 6 singles. Glass and freshman Jaclyn Leeper took losses in
their matches.
"The No. l singles lhat St. Louis
played is more of the style that we
will face in our own conference,"
Keasling said. ''I was also very
pleased to see the lower part of the
lineup find success over the weekend."
The doubles portion of the match
against St. Louis was cunceled
because of inclement weather.
"The weather started to get bad
outside and we still bad to drive
home," Keasling said. "We already
had the match won with the singles.
so we went ahead and canceled the
doubles."
Now that the indoor season is
complete, the women's team will
prepare to begin its Ohio Valley
Conference schedule tomorrow with
a match against Eastern Illinois. Jn

two weeks, the squad travels to
Hawaii for a series of matches.
Glass said the team has several goals
in mind as the outdoor season gets
under way.
"With going to Hawaii in a couple
weeks. we want to win six matches
in a row," Glass said. "That started
on Saturday with our win over St.
Louis.''
Kea~Iing agreed.
"We try to set up goals which will
build into larger goals." Kea~ling
said. "'The six matches in a row is a
nice goal that we have. We also are
trying to have a 20-win season. A
majority of those will come next
week. as we have five matches lined
up. We're looking to become match
tough. To become match tough, you
have to play matches. "
Despite a .500 indoor record,
Keasling said she has a positive outlook on the remainder of the season.
"This is one of the best teams that
I've ever had," Keasling said. 'They
are a remarkable group and they
coach themselves. They are great
competitor.; as well as great people."
Tomorrow's OVC match against
EIU will begin at 2 p.m.

Karri Wurth/The News

Murray State junior Annette Steen won two singles matches in the women's tennis team's
matches last weekend at St. Louis University against SLU and Ball State.
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WITH PLUS CAIID

WITH I'LUS CAIID

S.leclecl Vorietlea IIlYAN
(16 01. pkg.)

~$169

SMOKY HOLLOW
SMOKED SAUSAGE

each

SAVE

SAVE

WITH I'I.US CAitO

lS4$5

OIL,WIE $}9 99
AND FillER

for

WITH PI.US CAitO

UIIU

liP Red Pail
(10 lb. pail)

Every 3,000 miles, haw us chaoge your ool and
flkerwltt\ premium NAPA products.

PORK
CHITTERLINGS

~'1b~o;~nd

=
til fi3J
WITH PLUS

~

C~RD

TENNESSEE PRIDE
SAUSAGE

MII~~aiii

,....... .._ D,.,_......tf.AI'A~c.ra.llll.'

WfTH "LUI CAIIO

BLACK
SEEDLESS
GRAPES

MURRAY, KY

.._c.- _.... ........ tf No\P,I, ..
t....H1.

~ $17.o9ch

11111...
SPECIAL

$36 99
PIIIIIU

Domettlc and Import lune-vpalor:

ua• ....."" . a...... onglno ,..tom-•
·Oui<~-~- ·~-

·-td-• Bettor

......_..__. ........... NA'A~C.......,III·

r.,..",_.

CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY!
WITH PLUS CAIIO

University Tire & Auto , INC

LOW CIGARETTE PRICES
EVERYDAY...AT KROGER

1406 Mom St.. Murray, KY
753-2127
Mon -Fri. 7.30a.m. 5p.rn.
Mastercard, Visa, Discover & Autopms Accepted

,.
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Thoroughbreds fall to Arkansas State
BY STEPHANIE ELDER

Murray State
sophomore
right fielder
Bryan Morris
heads
for
first
base
d uring
the
s ev e n t h
inning of t he
T h oroug h br eds' 10-2
loss Wed nesday at Reagan Field to
Arka n sas
State. Mor r is
flied out to
center fie ld
on t he play
a nd went 0for-2 at t he
plate fo r t he
game.

CONTRIBUTING WRITE!l

After a tough series loss
at Auburn last weekend,
the Murray State Thoroughbreds (2-8) fell again
Wednesday
at
home
against Arkansas State, 10-

2.
Junior first baseman
·Brett McCutchan hit a tworun home run in the bottom
of the first inning to give
the 'Breds an early 2-0
lead.
Despite
MSU's
efforts to hold the lead,
Arkansas State jumped
ahead in the fourth with
eight runs to grab an 8-2
advantage.
..We didn't make plays,"
McCutchan said. ''He
(Arkansas State pitcher Jon
Dove) pitched well, and we
couldn't get out of the
(founh) inning."
Murray State freshman
pitcher
Craig
Kraus
pitched 3 1/3 innings
before he was relieved
after giving up five runs.
Junior Gordon Dugan
replaced Kraus, but also
had difficulty stopping the
Indians'
offense
as
Arkansas State scored the
remaining three runs off
him. Dugan gave up two
more runs later in the game
before Bart Peach replaced
him in the top of the
eighth. Peach was later

Jenny Hahn/The
Ne.,.,:.

Football assistant
leaves for 0 le Miss

replaced by Craig Ringwald. None of the MSU
pitchers had any walks in
the game.
Pitching was not the only
trouble for the 'Breds in
the fourth inning. While
the Indians racked up eight
runs and six hils, the
'Breds offense could not
manage a single run or hit.
The 'Breds were unable
to make a comeback after
the fourth inning. They
ended the game with only
seven hits and two runs.
One of those hits was
freshman outfielder Geoff
Kirksey's first of his MSU
career.
"We had really high
expectations of starting
(the season) out well;
that's what is hurting us,"
Head Coach Mike Thieke
said. "Good baseball is
contagious, so is bad baseball."
As the 'Breds look ahead
to this weekend's series,
Thieke said he hopes to
break the four-game losing
streak.
"We have a good club,
and we will have a tumaround," T hieke said. "I
just don't know when that
will be."
Murray State next plays
a doubleheader Saturday at
home against Bowling
Green State. The first game
is scheduled for noon.

Bv JusnN M

c GILL

SPORTS EDITOR

Matt Luke, offensive line
coach for the Murray State
football team, will leave the
Racers and join the coaching
staff at Ole Miss in 2002.
Luke was hired by the university Tuesday as the
Rebels' new tight ends and
tackles coach.
"It's bittersweet because I
hate to leave Murray State,"
Luke said. "But I'm getting
to coach at the school I
played for, and I couldn't
pass that up."
Murray State Head Coach
Joe Pannunzio hired Luke as
one of his first assistants
when his tenure began in
2000. Pannunzio said he is
sure Luke will have a successful career.
"With the coaching staff
we hired, it's always going
to be one of those kind of
things where guys go off and
better themselves;· Pannunzio said. "I'm excited for
him."
This marks the second
consecutive year a coach left
the Racers for a high-profile
Div1sion I-A school. In
2001. former offensive coordinator Dan Werner was
hired as quarterbacks coach
at eventual national champion Miami (Fla.).

"That says a lot about our
program," Pannunzio said.
"We'll have more coaches
do that as we become more
~uccessful."

Pannunzio said he will
shuffle the remaining members of the coaching staff to
fill the void until a permanent replacement is found,
adding that he does not
anticipate any other changes
to the coaching staff at this
time.
"In this business. that
could happen at any point."
Pannunzio said.
Luke played center at Ole
Miss, sedng action in 33
games, including two bowl
appearances.
After his
senior season, Luke was
named the team's most valu·
able player and Lineman of
the Year. Luke was a graduate assistant at Ole Miss the
season before he was hired
by MSU.
Luke said he if> appreciative of Pannunzio for giving
him an opportunity despite
his limited coaching experi·
ence.
"I owe everything to
Coach Pannunzio.'' Luke
said. "l had no experience,
and he had faith in me and
got me started. I'll never forget that. He's like a second
father to me, nnd I can never
thank him enough.''

Classifieds
PERSONALS

MISCELLANEOUS

l.U;II .. K....-p up tlw hard wmk! just
a note: W<' :11\' pl:lnntn~t en fn<'<'l tht.•
weekend to wro~fl the bouk up. Plo:o~'e
mak~ plam 10 'hlk around and hdp mn

WANTED! ~ Peopl<' to L<l·'" Weight'
L<"'e Pound• & lnd1es In th<' Ncxc 30
l>:1ys! C:ill Gloria loll-free: CR6t'>l 203•

THAI\ I\ YOl <Jr~g Mt Rt•yn<>ld'l, <;r.,g
[kiJO<')' ~nll 1\c.'tt}' llllmshy fur Vlllll
ln:lp wnh the ro.:u- gn>Up1 -IIJ..I Club

NYf.D ... COMPUTER Htrr NO l':A~H?
Ynu'n: .tppnwed' fin:tnctn!( !(U.rantc:cd1
No c,t,h n<.,_'tkd t<w.la)~ Bad cn:dt1 oka)·r
Nu crrdn cht!<"k-no cn·cLt turmkn•m'!
(RIJt)l 9-i7·i~. W\\W,p<'-('redii.COIII

All~

ANNO UNCEMENTS
l'na~rnlllt5,
Somrltia,
Clubt,
"tude.ot GJ'OU!" .~m S IOQO.$l000 th._
>eme-u:r with !he l!.l.'Y Campu:;fundr:lls~ com thrtt hour t'undrni'ltng C'\'ent
Jlne< llQt mvol>c cn:dtt <11rd apphc:a·
tum~ Fundr:1~""K <bees are filhn11
qutdd)', so ,-:~11 toW\! <.onua C:lmpuslurulr:iiser com at (81181923-3238, or \'IStl
www .c':lmpu'i(unclr.IL~r rom.

BUILDINGS
Ill 'I WING'> '>Alf.: ";,00(1+ Slit:~
40x(J\t~14, SHI,007; 50KiSxl4, ~~.~.OA.Z:
o;(Jxl00x16, Sl7,7lti. t'lOsiUOxlli, $19.M3,
Mtni·bl•>rJgc huildinl!'· -l<lx I(>IJ, 32 un'"·
~l!l,ll7. 1'«-e hrodtur<;ll. www ..,·ntmd·
htlll<lml!•·com ~nllnrl Hutl<.llng.•, f!OO·
327-0790, l'xl<'n""" 79.
~Tif.L

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
l'raternllle,
SororiUd,
Club<~~,
Studtnt Group• .. P.:tm S IOOO-S2Utl0 th"
M:lll<""er whit the <'.t>Y t~uupu,funJrJb·
c.o»n thr..-c huur lunJ~Jisuog C\'<'nl
J)nt:s n•~ tnV(>I•e ~n:dtl <.'llrd :tpplku·
unn:; l'un<.lrat.•tn(l dJI"" ~re flllln(l
<jUil'kl), 1><1 <':Ill todJy! Conta<t t~mpu.>·
fundt:li~er.<:(>tn Ul CSIISI ~l3·.il311. or , ..,,,
v.-...w <':llllfl'L't\Jn<.lra~o;er <'Om.
AAA Excdl<."'ll monthly tn<'Oille po1en·
tbl-I'T·t'T NO SF.U.JNG: NO llll'i'>lf'
No Ri.•k! Noc ML\1 or m:ul ordcr 11a,;t
11""'''"1!· e~Uhh•hcd cc>rnp;mv wttlt
umque, "''ccptional pnxlu< 15 lnve:ot·
mcru o( Sl9 00. Moot:) lbdc Gll:lran·
cecd. 1177.SOU.'\210 or v.v.w m)'Citalog·
burom/1'1

CAll

i'6~"H71:1

to pbce o CUlillthed 3d1

4lll9

.\fEOICARE PATIENTS t.;SJl'((j INUAlfR·

sA1o~r.Auoverl't.'Combtvent·

Sere\'ent-Alm;n:ort-FioH:nt snd Ckhen;.
H:w~ Difficulty? B=lhc El!l)· Ag;afn.
Mcdic:ln: <.-o,·c:red liqu•d ther:1py nuy be
av:ubhlt· u·you qu:ilify. MED-A-SAVE 1AO!l-22~1919 C'lltii."YI002.

FOR

SAL E

BUY F...CTORY PIRECT WOLFF TAN·
NING BEDS Pl}'ffienb fmm S!'Vmonth
I'RI!P. <'..nlor C..wln~. C:lll Tnc.Ly 1-H(i).
R42·1310 ••tww np t:t•..un.,'t>lll
CO'.IPLETE SATEUIT1£ ~W:.TI'M w•th 2
1\'t'et\t'l'o insl.tlled fnr '""'' thJn S50.tl(),
Cllll Stll-2)+0768 or l-l<(J6-.:191i·J47'i
SAWMill. $~X9S. !I:EW Slli'ER LIIMHER·
MATE 2uoo l..arJ:~cr <':lpaciue,, more
opHOth .~llnufJnurcr ol "'wmi]l,,
t'd,:ter'' and >kodder>.
Norwood
S;owmtlk 252 Snnwtl ()rlv<·. Tiuli.tlo, NV
HUS 1·i«JJ..~71:1·136;1 8<T 30U·N.
SWIMMI\IG 1'00l 8LOWOl ' I I A llu)!C
19' • 31' Pt••l Wtlh Sunue('k, Fcnn• &
Fth~r Only '\>i'¥,1 Complete! ICX.I'·o l'inallclnJ~' ln,t.tll:ulon Arranj~':d! Fl't"e tlome
\urwy! WAC Hurry Hotnt~>wn<n C:ill
Now! lCHOOI !li1·7946 hmik'll ~rra.
li111.ITY POLE$ FOK S.S.lE. Gnnc.l
l'<tndott<>n, S\,8)0)~1.950 per lo:ukleliv•
en:d. C;ill lli'in•te-adCl-I!00-617-62ll
t:~EO

HELP WANTED
HORIZON CA\IP' ..Me you a dyn.1ml<',
cner~:~•·e, .:omp:L,s!onalc, 111011\'lllec.l
indl\'l<.lu;d loukon~t for the EXPEIUF.NC£.
Of /1. LlfETI\fll? If "' then Homon
C:unp' L' the pbt.'t" for you. Hooton

C;unps '·' ma<.lt· up nl live OI"P.iTAfloO·
lNG ~O·.:d 'UIIInll'r Calli!)·'• st:ekin~
AMAZI:-IG 'tall to work wuh !NCIIEDI·
Bl.lo kid• r.tnl(lnlt In Jf.l<' lrom 7 tO l~.
ux:tte<.l In 1\'r', PA, :\IIi, .tnd WV, fl"'t·
tton.s urt· aV'.Jil.tlll~ In rlw :ue:t' of 11mur
k•:uJinl!, athh:lll'/1, thc:nreo;~rh, "'ater
~pnru, outdt><>r t.'\Juotoon, :md !iO mudt
more. l'or nuln.' lnlutn'i'lllcm :tnd lr> <'Oil!•
plc:oe ~n ~ppliC'.Jtloo pk•:be ··ontu:t us
"'"'" .horizoncamps.corn
I·At>O-'i+l·
~~.
\'~N .Entrc:p~nrur ~~o':lnted

bf..

\lust
wtlhng to "''Ork when<:' eT ynu "'':1m he
}uur own bo....s, un.J
unlimttc."<l
c::mu~ 1.c:t • tdlk 81l8-94l-40Sj.

""toY

EVERYONI! i'oo'EED:. SIIOF'i' 'it;~n supply·
ong them o1nd make money. ~ e c:m
hclp' Hundre<b of 13rge to :<m:JIII!:ttlslled
nJStomt.-rs.. O..'!cD Shoe COmpan)'. l-8!l8·
321!·1902 1
Make $S$$ llcll'~'flnll ~· Can, V,on:;
:md R\o"s lo<::.lly or 1\;Jtlon,.idc. Ill )Tll
ur oldt.-r. Call lrt!e sn-~ZO.I007 x2on.
NOll.' MOR~:'Iii/I.N I'VI!R "c oc:cd IOI<.'f•
n.nion~l und<•r:.t:mdlngl Governmem
monotur~J
lnto:rrullonal
:>rudcm
l'.xdl.tnl(<' Oo~tnllatlon '<UinJI on<.ll• 1<.1·
uab fanuli3r with local l'llll!ntumtlt'1'•
scho<>l•. 1'1•1<<' and "'J'C:f\'tst: Htllh
~' honl t'ort:ll(ll Mud.-nO>. P.llt·tuue .supplcmemal lnnuut', hur1u.s, 1~.ovd oppor·
tuntth:•
!l(IO ~'J~·IH!II
;,•-mall:
I ;lenc@j~c..'LboJ .\t >tn

S<-Uinl(. C\tUIIIJ(, ,~ ~trtppinl( Toha<o.:cl
D111a11on: M.1}' I .11Xll to January ) I,
~IMIJ Salary t~ $<>(>1'1 l•l .~7.!'111 p1:r ftnm
Work•·"' are j.:U.trant~-..'<1 7~·Jfo nl lht'
wnrkday~ nf the l•>t.tl pcl'koo.l oi employment. \l,'nrl; tool., l>Uppli.:•. <.'<iutptnent
~n<l r.un j!e;lr 'llotll he prnVt<k't.J Wllhout
<'<JSI to v.~u~cr llol<ISHIS prnvkle<.l only
to II !OM" wll<> anl nut ~-.oruhly nble Ill
n:turn the :<:1111C wy lo thmr pb(e ~~ re:;•
tdcnce ~~ tm.e ol n:~ru•Cm.:m Tr:~n.•·
f>OtUIIOO ~nd SUhSl"l"'''CC L'XftCO.<d 10
the "·ork •~te \\111 he p:>id U> non-re;idcnt worker.< upun complc110n of <;cJ)f.
<JI t!IC' 101> conrr·~ct Apply ro· IX-p:~n·
m<•nt (<>r F.mploymcnt ::.e"·ico, 1000 IX'
\~Jtn Street Stc.. No ~. Gc:org\.'lown, 1\Y
40J24.
WANT TO CfiJ'DRIITll

SPIU~'

Do II

I rom lht: >eat of a llackhat:, Tro~khn<~, nr
llulldon~r. jotn our Trn•niniol Pn>gmm

Gre:u oprortunityl Grc,tt Wa!(cs! C:tll I·
R66-•t3~·B937.

I>RIVERS·Havc frdght·Nel'<l Driver>!
S 1,100 Stj!n-On Som•'· Ex~dlenl tkfl<l·
f1~o1, Pin:<-r DeP""tt, T:trp Pay. -""'ll!nl"<l
Con•·~llonal you dnvc IK>me. !l<l0-'441·
~271 ext ET13'1
PAll> COL TRAISING lt<'l ratd whtlc
lt:ltnlnl! for pl:lcc:m<'flt Wtlh rn:ltttr tru.·klng compan)·. l::am h•l! money! Com·
monv. ealth-.Trud.; Dnving 5chool C-'iU
toll free: 877 -97(H().t 3
\\'ANNA BE II 'TRUCKER? No CDL Nn
Problem, 2 Wk Tr:~inln11. S34-h2K Yr. •
(lcnefil$ Mu.o;c be 21 or older wuh :1
\"3hd driver.; lken.oie 11()().219-7593.
ATIT:JilTION ORI\'F.RS-NO EX'PERillNCE
L"ECE.'>VJtYl TMC Tr:ln.,JlOIUtion need;
dmers. S6SO ~r:uveed weeki)' Pou:nll:'ll co dm S'}IJO per week ll4' more rmd
~liiJ get home on weekend>~ l'nr COl.
lraintllj! call 1~206-73(>4
llrrEl\'TlON! PAm 15-I>A'r' CI>L 'l'r:tln·
on~t. [)river Tl':ltn~ Nt:t:o:kd. W~mc'r,
TMN, anJ oth~r htring. Weekly l~t>mc
tome :w:tilable. l'p to $91,1() wn:kl) plu•
h<:nefoL\, Call I·H00·309·0'i9l.
SCI>I , TRAINlNGS 'I~ Oay CDllr:tlntnj!
·comp:>nte> HIRI!'IG TOI>II Yl 'l'arn up
to $ROO per W<..'t'k . .,-uttoon Reunhur...••
ment 'Benefit, Av:~llahl<' ·t~ct S.S Whlk•
Tr.tlntnj!l t-R00-IlH.~-Ol71KYS. www ,-diWdl.C<>tn
DRIVFR·S4,0f)(J Si)ln·on Rom~;~ ancJ up to
41 q>rn for OTK compan~· dnvrt'l', Cr<11t
htncfot>! CDL•o\ and One Year OTR
rcqutrc<.l l'l(ljH7j-<;1/ll. •:ne.
DRIVER-S4.0t.~l Silln-<>n Honu..• and up
to 41 ~-pm for OTK eompanr dnV<'nl.
(.~':lt bt:ndlt'' CJ>I.-A nnd One Yc:~r
OTR required ll00473-S~I roe.

DRTVER.COL TRIIII\ING , leartl 1n run
with the "B•s ll<JEt>" tn 201.11 Kl'nwol'lh.o;
joh placement n,.,_,;,unce. ~1\ to 401\
pill!> hcoelrts. 1-866-244-3644

I>RIVER.CO\o'F;..;M-.T TRA.'11~1'0KT Now
oiT<'I'lng Per Otem Pay for E.'~nenc<.:d
Te3m.'l, Solo• :~nd Tr.unc:rs. o.ro.
Solos.fl'cams 8jc Call J.JoO!R-.\tORf..·PAY

Interview Opportunities ,&er
~ervices
On Campus
>

Newell Rubbermaid

Cargill
Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Southern States

KY Dept of Agriculture

UK 4-H Camp

Liberty Mutual

US Census

Moore North American

Walt Disney

or <':111 t 1 -~7·:17291 C:illrO<byr

DRIVI'R-MOnVATFD TF.AMS NF.EOP.D
TO llHIVlR ON·TlMil, I:'Vt:RY TIMEt
<ltll P:~nlht'r II 1< ><Liy\ Str:tll(hl Truck.~.
C:lfl!ll VJn,, Tr.1uor Traoler•. 9'J~ ntr
tout·h frct(lhl www panthcrikom J.II00640·70'i~

Start YOUR file
~~·~----~~~.--~~--------

For more information contact Career Service s:
210 Ordway Hall, 762-3735, career.services@munaystate.edu
(Schedules subject to change)

Advertise with The Murray State News!

!l(I(J..~~~

NOW HIRING C0\1PANY DIUVI:Ks
Flexible work ~{hedulc's, tunc ofl, gro:ac
lcn~tth vr of haul. in:i!lht IJnc•. hcndus
:tnt! (l!IY! Work for a f:unlly~•roenl~
c:Otn(l!lny. R0().7l9-9770.

I>RIVt::R-V•~ed •n.:,,, <:arrit:r ro Dnve
~AY CLOSE TO HOMrJ fur I \'C:tr
for• In II ~cnt poll , U.l>. Xpn:>.• offer.
expcricn~t: mak,· j~C/rntle runntnll
retttonal' More experience<~ pa)·s mote!
indu.,try· lt.>ading pay, hish wo:~kly mtle>~,
grt.'lll equipment nn<l exc·ellcnl hcoelit;,.
Home more weekend•, 1\ft.':lt mik.,l
RU0-fl'79-7137. www u.,~pre'l!.rum
H.:anl:md Exp"'"''
1·1100-+41·4?53
I)RTV£1t.WP. NP.£0 TRUCk DRIVER.~! - www.he:uduxk~"P£t.~.com
.,
Wmdy ~toll is now htring. Our drove11t
TRUCK DRIVING ~001. 'l'u Moocy
Down •p..am up to $3~.000 your flflil )"Or
U\'lTJge $41,15174 p<:r yt:'ar. COL Tr:unmg Av:J!bhle ~~oith SO down: C:aU (80())
'100% Job Placemenl Assb;l:mcr "<"A>m461-8114.
p~n)' TultJon Reimbursement
CAll
DRI\"I!RS. LEASE TO OWN .eRST Flatbed
TOLL t'REE 1-{!i7·Z7Q-2902
hu various rn~aon; av:tll:tble. fn:ighthnt.'£'. Pc:1erhih" & lnt.:m:uion3b. No
mnney down. For rnlln' tnform:Jiton Call
I-8AA-2J9-S527
DAI.f. HOLLOW l.AKE, KY L:lke u~
Home 6 Acrt.,.·S69,900 lk:luti!ul nc:w
lllli\'FRS: NOR1H Amerk<~n Van l.lnes
iol! homo: Wtth/over 11100 b(J h ol hVI!IA
ha.< op.:non~-1 In Hous<'l10lc.l Goo<l:i, 'ipc·
'P"""' on gotj(<:liU:- 30.0011 anc IJk•!.
<i;tllzed Tru, klooc.l un<l Fbtbt:d I'Ject.,
Spc:naculat Ltke 'l'lllnJ4. Pa•·<'\1 n>ath,
Mlntlllttlll ot 6 mnn1h' t>ltlr expencn<·e
uUIII.oe:., w:uer, lixc. Fananung. C:lll nn"'
ll'<jUired. irJuor punhJse/lo::~..e avatl·
866-770·S263 c~l. 7 ~l.
:thlt~. !I00-.~4R·l\ol71 !kpt. KYS.
l.AKF. BARGAIN!~+ :t<n:' $24,9110 FRI'I;
DRIVI:RS ~~'" up to ,\6~. T.::~m.-1 up ro
110!\T ~LIP. llt::Jutili.tlly wrxxk'll, ·'1'<:<•
•IXt, Comr.tc:tnrs Iii~ all mile.,. L<.-:t.-<! Pur·
tatul:lr voews, d<..'t'dt.-<1 at:<'C·'·' '" .~~.ooo
doa": Item .<.lt>wn) Burlington 1-!100at.l'l! r<~'ftlllonal muuntain l:ak<• tn 'len•
'11!3-I!Ht)<). www.jmnhnll' l'llr»
nt•s.\Ce-ne:~r JR hole gull lt>Ut,_.! p.owt.J
I>RI\'ERS·N<•w C:tr<·t:r T<~lay' Gct your
roao.J.,, utilitl<..,., perkccJ.. f.«clknt fln:tn< ·
Clll now plus 100'11> fln:andn!( and
Int.~ Dll nnw I-Hli(J..7tH·jl~4 <'Xt .!HI
tuition n:ltnhu=mcn! avall;ahle, l'ulen·
IIJI ·~ s.w.~ per y;,·a•' c:c.c. Call ROO·
.Zll·}ll7 "''WW nllnuw.<·om

REAL ESTATE

SPRING BREAK
•I SI'IUNG URt::AK V.tcadon.~l C::~nciUI,
Jalll.lll't, ll.oham.l' ~ l'luridJ. llcht
Par11c~. tk'l Hoed.,, 1'\e.t Prtt~•' Group
1>1m <>lints Group nr~lltler< travel ln:el
~pan: ,_, ltnlltl'd 1 Hurry up & linok Nowl
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RARE TREASURES
Gifts Fc:>r Eve.rgc:>ne.
Ask for these unique
gifts, all with
messages to toueb
aad Inspire you.
· Mags
· Frame!!

• Vetl~es
•Ma! a«"ts
· Doll!!

•Oraameats
• Keepsake BouJ
• Ma!!kal Plaques

Especially for:
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Curfew:

Violations

Restaurants take added precautions Athletics departtnent prohibits
From Page 1
In order to prevent future
violations, several restaurants
are examining how minors
have been able to obtain alcoholic beverages and what preventative measures need to be
taken.
Tom's Grille owner Jim
Karvounis said be will continue emphasizing the importance of checking everyone's
J.D. when a customer wants
to purchase alcohol.
Los Portales manager Gustavo Leon said all employees
are going to be placed in a

training course and continually encouraged to check all
I.D.s
"We'll keep our eyes open
everyday and check I.D.s for
everyone buying alcohol,"
Leon said.
Fifteenth and Olive coowner Jeff Yates ~aid he has
hired a new staff member to
aid in preventing the sell of
alcohol to those who are
underage.
"We've hired another doorman so that we can cover our
space better," Yates said.

"We had a band that night (of
the checks), so it was really
busy."
Some local restaurants said
fake f.D.s make prohibiting
the sell of illcohol to minors
much more difficult.
Saturdays munager Latricia
Kn1ght said the individual
who was issued lWO citations
during the detail for possesSIOn of alcohol and a false
LD. almost escaped penalties.
"The only thing that got
him caught was that he didn't
know all of the information

on the I.D.," Knight said.
Knight said they are now
much more strict about
accepting I.D.s
"All of our staff here, mther
than just carding them now,
are asking for a lot of information," Knight said. "We're
drilling them. If you come in
now. you have to know
everything on there, so we· re
sure it's you.''
Assistant News Editor Taylor
Marie Ewillg contributed ro
this story.

football teatn from ATO house
From Page 1
for treatment.
A spokesperson for the hospital said Spurr was brought in
by ambulance at 3:35 a.m.,
treated for a broken nose, and
discharged at 7:32 that morning.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the athletics department checked into the matter
and confirmed that athletes
were involved in the incident.

"We don't condone any of
our athletes gening involved in
these types of incidents." Dennison said. "I Head •Football
Coach Joe] Pannunzio is a
strict disciplinarian, and when
he found out some of his
team's
members
were
involved, he made the entire
team run laps."
Dennison said the ATO fraternity house i!i now off limits

to football players, at least for a
while.
A TO President David Perlow
said he wanted to put the incident behind him.
"With regard to the incident,
all individuals involved have
resolved the issue and are wishing to place it in the past."
IFC President Daniel Ballard
said the executive council is in
favor of the 2 a.m. rule.

DMT

<9blen jfoob .:fflarket, 3Jnt.

944 !i. 1 i!th. St.
767-9100
Murray
Fax: 767-DOi!D
&omez
Thre•her
Ba!l!i

1407 w. Main St. · Murray, KY
- - - - - - 753-4682 - - - - - -

SPECIALS!
TANNING$to f« 300 Mia.
PEDICURES$1S
PERMS $38 0 Up
MANICURES$8
HIGHLIGHTS $ZS 0 Up PARAFFIN DIP
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
$S mr•

Murray Sewing Center
-

942·A S. 121h St.
Bel· Air Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

(270)753-5323

o akwood@murray.ky.net

8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

w w w. t h e 11 e w s . o r g
Breakfast· Lunch· Dinner

753-7050
SltiOIO

Hours

8 a.m.-tO P.m.
Ai. & Sat.

Formals • Bid Day • Composites
Philanthropy Events
Coun..!!Y Square · 1608 Hwy. 121 N.

I 0% discount off tannfru! PaciWes.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Mon. ·1lKrs.

"Your One Stop Sewing Center"

0 AKWOOLJ

!MSU StutftnL~

.~t:l

-"

Av a il a bl e

Call us for your frate rnity
and sorority functions!

Tunnlng & S tora ge Aen lul

Ill

7 Year warranty on Oreck & Miele for a limited lime only.

Ce rll fic n1cs

NII:ON IBIE&€H

·-,. ,5 Sewing Machine & Vacuum,1\•Jt'"~,,.,.,
...........
1
s;;;CER
Sales & Se rvice
L~::::.:. .

Ever y Thurs day r\li ght:
!iongblrd Kara oke

Every Friday & Saturday
Night· Live Music! ---~

1-----

For Good Food, liames & a 6ood Time ,
Come • e e u• at: !iat:urdags l

200 N. 15th St. • 753-3406
(across from Wilson Hall)

Spring Gifts & New Scrapbook Supplies Arriving Daily
*Glass Beads *Quilted Keepers Bags
*Glass Bunnies *Journals and Much, Much More
Come check out all these new goodies.
16

753-0859

C he w to lose! Try our NEW Chocholate
Chews Herb al We i ht Lo ss !

:~ucf_o~a

open

@

6p.m.

1r®OO~@fru~~

2667 State Route 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
(270)-753-FOOD • (753-3663)

Mexican Food,
Deli sandV~iches,
BBQ &. Full Bar
---·Mon.-Tues. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.....- •
Wed.-Sat. 11 a.m.-12 a.m.

Corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866

Kentucky Army Na tional Gu ard is accepting
applications for Officer Candidate Programs .
This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE. in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.

\\MMR!tGll(f: Peel & Eat Shrimp
seafood Gumbo

Open:
Tuesday-Fr~day

Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 803-0966 to sched ule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

-

10a.m.-2p.m. & 5-Sp.m.
Private Dining Room Available· 759-8866

